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Pur osel The.purgOSe of. the Groups for Psychological - Education is to

-
give each individual an opportunity to become' an invoived

member of society:through the develop:Se:it of effective, inter-

;personal skills and self understanding. This can be.accom:

tiliahed!hy making available sel cted principles.o.f psychology

to children for their .personal use.

,

Conterit: The program of Groups for Psychological.Educetion.presented

in this Leader's Guide is organized 4ntaithree major SemAmars.

jThe Seminara)are'hoth sequential'and heirarchical in nature.

That is, Seminar I is basic to.Seminars'II and III; Seminar

II is bitic to Semipr III.) Ihe ekills.thatare deyelord
' a ,

through participation in Seminar I are ilt upon or are

developed_ top' a More'advanced:level in Seminar-II; new material

is also presented in Seminar IL' ihe Seminars must be exper-

ienced andmaSt4red in the given sequence:.

Seminar'I ! Communication

Seiinar II : Understanding Belly

Seminar III : Changini.Behavior.

r



:leader's Guide:- The Groups fo-rPsychological- Education Leader's Guide

contains specific instructions fof the teaching-of each

peifOrmance objective under the Application level bf the,

-
goals and objectives stated in%Appendix If of the GUide.

*
. ,
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e SCREENING

1,1111q purpose of,the Groups for Psychological Education (G.P.E.) has'

been stated in theIntroduction to this Leadet's Guide.' For this purpose

to be:realized, certain neNssary'PrecaUtions need to be taken.in the
4

,

selection of children to be includedAn.G.P..E. kde.5.11V7,11J1 ildren

Might bekincluded in G.P.E.; ,n practice, most ild roan_b inCludedv.'

the:groups.

Pr re isites for Grou. Membershi
.

In keeping with the:sPirit of psychoio icar education, the most

uded in a group would: be theobvious prerequisite' for a-Child-to be inc

ir child'Sdesire to Ie a,group member. A 6rief sample,prodedure for intro-
_

'diking groups to children and. for letting theM Mow what to expect in \,
the-groups is included in this Guide. It consists of two short classroom

Tresentations.

The second-prerequisite for a child's.membershipi in.a group.would
-4 .

be his/her physical ability to stay. seated andinteract.in a group at

Ipimal level... A brief checklist of behaviors. is,included fir- use in
6

helPini.0 determine a child's ability, to do,this.

The final prerequisite for a chiles membership in A group woukd

-be'his/her manual capacity to learn the materials presented in the Seas=

inars, especially,Seminare /I and III. It is suggested that children

with below average intelligence, ,i.e. those generally included in special
,. .:,/ . :._

education,:dlesSes, tie from groups. Sinte.the skills,to be
m

01.
.

.
4

4
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4

learned.- are competence the special edudation7teaCher'.

ll

Or school .counselor might want to form a. special group of these children.'

',As communication skills from'Seminar Ilre mastered,. it might be possible

to include these childien in beginning groups of faster learning children.
%

.
..,

Introducing'Groups to Children

. . . .

This proceduce ig designed to 1)6 followed for all childrpn early in
I b o 4

. le. /
the' school year. 'It might be repeated during the second half of the school

-'S

4

term or at the beginning of 'the third quarter,

Most.ehil e not een expo;ed to working in groups that are not.

, . .

academically task-oriented. They may not immediately understand either the

\ . . 4..

rile :of the group in their'ichool erience nor the role of-the school

'COptielor if that is the.person wherill lead the group. It is suggested
.

-
,

Y

7that the coUnselor become-acqtainted with the,children. If qie classroOM
:

, . .
t tifier 1sto

A
lead the group, his/her role can be dealr.With-at'a later time, !

0 1 :. ...
. ..

-Aeon after the beginning of the school term, the counselor (or other.

potential group leader) should make two appoiptments with each class f'

children to be exposed G.P.E-. AnLuninterrupted period of no less han.

30 minutes will beheeded fOr.ah IntrodUctiorito Groups. It is strongly
. . .

l:..:
i,

isuggested thaethe:ScRool ,cOUnselor visited each classroamlor a brief

1

:..7 _ *
introdition of bimAherself and the funCtio4 of the counselor in the. schallf

(rior thia:session. 'An uninterrupted session of 1.5 minutes will be

needed Insfhe second session.-
- .

4

,



First Session

Time: 30/minutes

/

Setting,: Classroom with all sfudents present:

''Materials:f I) Board, chalk; eraser

/.1
2) name tags for children large, enough to beseen by the

counselor from thd frOnt.of the 'rooth

/
3) large poster with sample letter on it (see sample.letter

at.the end of this section).

°

4) E o IALAC. sigha Or,the IALACjilMstrip and filmstrip
ector (see Argus).

(s1re: a1. The tounselor introduces him/herself, puts on a name tag

and very briefly reviews or reminds the students of his/

her,previous visit to the clasSioda. is- assuming
, f

here-has previously Visitedthe.Classroom to....1.1!_troduCe,

him/herself and the role of the counselor.) The Founselor

asks the children to each attach his /her name tag so

names can be.used.

.
The counselor-briefty.tells:the children, that some groups

are to be-statteig soon'in Which children will learn how.

to, get along.bettdr with people, learn whyleoPie act as
, .

they do, and learn. how to help others change and help

themselves change. The groups will be small, five to

seven children, will meet twice a week. and will contain
.

only/ people, who want tole in them.,
.

in order to help.them'understant some of

41
the need for learning how to get along, why peopfe act

, .



as---thayda-arid7trov'to help..themseives'and others change,..

you,a0pgoing tp,teil astory of ya day the life of

/77\tyrnamed Itandyl
1 ..

4. 1%11 the IALAC story, ripping

interesting as\possible.

At the ConCludion of the story al'kthektbildren'to tell.
ti

Randk4cOUld haVe4Otten along'bette.A.v whY,.

pedple

done to change .either or

ast moving.

acted toward him asihey did, and'what 'cotild be

Others. ?liseIP:Zhia brief

1%11 the children you would like for them to think

of waya:theY:woUldlike to get along better with people,

why .people act ,the way
e
they db;and'how they might:wanth

- to change or help qpiers't6 change.-;At thia point do

not ask them toyerbaai e but just to think:about these

things.

Introducethe-letter ardinAthe poster and tell the'.

;chtidrenfyou will be back tomOrtiow to pass, out letters
4*,

and answer questions about the groups Preservemthe name

stags for use the kext. day:

4

r



ime: -15' Minutes:

S"ting: Regular classroom, all students present.

Materials; '1) large poster with sample letter to the leader on it

mimeographed letter forms for each child

peneil for each child.

name .tags from the first session- 4

Procedure: 1. HaVe students attach.their name tag4; wear yours.

BrieflyteView,the three target areas ofthe.gr6ups,-

comM01.040-on reasons for': behavior, anechangingbe-,

hayiOinswer:ClueStious the children might_ have.

RevieWthe letter form on the poster.. Tell the children

theJwid receive a letter form in a momeht:- But, you

want to be certain that they understand that whatever

they,'Write:on the letter o you- is just between the two
-

ofy9U.-.and'perhips the teacher., else will be

allOwed-t6 see the.letters. without their pertission,

(SPecify anyone who:Might see them)..

Pass out the letters. Everyoneshould'fill out ajorm.

It is su)liAested that the counselor mo4. ab6ut among the

children as they write in, order to 'answer any questionst

privately.

5. Collect, the letters and thank the- class, and teacher for



1-1 Assessing Competence for Group IfemlaerShip:.

After you hive tilde 'the class preaentations dnd have some
N. '

,on the children's desires to be, in a group, you know the

you have to work with There are some options on the next see

VI.
Bektvitaral ,COmpetence-

..

-a

.

""").1

1

t

Iif addressing the 'problem

competence for being in a

may have tehe teacher till

Behavior 'Scale oil each chi_

those children who have di_

behavioral control. The

a

having

at.4.cla==

the teacher fill ou

student is the isolation

'even competent cif-4W-

need' to practice. A decie.

,

those children who want to.

group but who are not comps

PliViCal Skills tokable

fit from G.P.E..mutt,now b
. _

:fully those childrdn vousus===

behavior intervention tral _ _ _

. I I

them tro beiftcluded in G.P

later time.

1 2
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Group Meetings

Childran:havenow bern

the basis of des
. .

:andkinability

excluded on

,oup

due

to phyqical behavior. At this time

the mental ability of the'remaining-:

cdirdren needs to be checked. It

is recommended that.childrenwho

are included in special education

cusses the educationally meniAlly

retarded) not be included in beginning

groups with normal children. .After

they have mastered thp communication
'

skills of Seminar I, it might be

desirabla to include them in beginning

groups with normals. The eviderice of

functioning of the - retarded children.

would.be enhancing for both retarded
r.

and normals.

Groups of five or six may now be formed

and scheduled for two meetings per week

to'list for from 30 to 40 minutes.

achers should be included in the

a



-

scheduling plans in order to avoid

their having to reteach children who

fre Out or planning things to inter-

'fere:with t(e- gron,

Meetings may be held\.in any LvOM
a

where the.chilirell have privaCy.with

the leafier and where they may sit in

a circle, either on the floor, in a

chair, or around a table.
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Physical Behavior Scale

Groups for Psychological Education.

4

54
. ,

-.,
.

.

This scale is to be completed bI the classroom teacher of the student.
k /

Student's Name
.- ,

1

,
The purpose of the Scale is to help cal Education GrOup

leader determine the appropriateness of suc, pd*Perience for eactr,7
student. -It is felt thgt inappropriate physical behavior might best be
dealt with specifically to modify that behavior before.a student is placedt
in a G.P.E.

h.

This child is able to:

I. .Stay'seated for 30minutes,when he/She is buthy.
6

2. Speak.loudly:encpugh Tor others to hear him/her
in a small gron$. -

3. Kedp:frotil-distracting Othersthrough physical
contact duringa discussion or- seated activity.

Refrain from
,

expressing anger through physical
abuse of others or of property.

P

5. Refrain from tapping,-clapping, drdmming,
snapping, Stomping, etc: during 4.30 minute
period/of activity or discussion.

6. Move about as is requtired by a-structured
activity.

. .

7. Engage in an active, unstructured activity
with appropriate Control.

8. Make use of free time in physically appropriate
ways.

Frequency of Behavior

50g'Or less 90% .

4

Directions: Read/each item. Think of the child's character tic behavior,
not just a single incident. If the child is able to perform the behavior
consistently, i.e. about 90% of 'the'time, place a check under 96% for thtt
item. That indicates no problem. If the child performs the behavior In-

,consistently, 50% of the time or less,check 50% on that item. That
indicates a pioblem.

15
I.
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°Ings I worryrabout are:

0

Like tc('

e in a Grobp.

Yes 0

Sincere }jau'rs

0



A

For ot&ntial. leadeta of. G.P,E, whovIlave no background in leading

childre groU0s4ithe following reference is recommended:

.

; .

-
,

.

. , j .... Focus On'S JI-Devecopiiente' -0 7 i 'A
Stage thr vOlVement .1.

.

Appendixv_A: Gr p Techniques:
for Cla6srOom T achers page 167'.

P

.

Background Sug eatiorisor Group. Leaders

)'N

hackground

.}Gazda,

Seminar I Could-include' the following:

Gordon, T. P. E.7% (Parent Effectiveness Training) .

Ivty, A.E. and Gluckstern, N.B. Basic Attending Skills: Leader
Manual

Ivey, and Gluokstern, N.B. Basic Attending Skills: ParticipantManual
. '

. . .

Ivey, K.E. and Gluckstern, H. B. Basic Influencing Skillp: LeaderManuaL

.Ivey,.ji.E. and GluckStern, N.B. Basic Influencing Skills: Part eipantManual
.

Background*for.'§eminarII could include the following:

Dinkmeyer, D. & McKay, G. Systematic Training for E fective.Parenting,Parents Handbook.

Dreiiurs, R., Greenwald, B.B & Pepper, F.C. Maintaining Sanity in
the Classroop. k

Background for Seminar III could include:

Dardig, J.C. & Howard, W.L. Sign Here: A contracting book for
children and their parents,

-11;
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SEMINAR I

.COMMUNICATION TRAINING

GrOup Meeting Plans

Ten.Meetings



Get t ing_kkc qpain.ted

Seminar COMMUNICATION TRAINING.; Group Meeting 1

. Ind4viduals will -del(efOp basic cultural slciF1- noce,ih,,
, to

,.: r , 'o pommu-ic& ' ,1

Developmental. Objective: A,1.3,

Performance pbje r a.

, b.

c.

Materials and'itteources:

Procedure:

,

IndiViduals will demonstrate appropriate
,133,sicLbehayiorz.necessau, to effactitie,
communication in a group. .

Individuals are' able to use appropriate.lioice
leirel in a:variety of group:Situations

are.able to use-amnropriat-espeech,
.rat ;in a variety of group situations.

Individuals are able to use,appropriatephySical
pbsture necessary. for effective'communication in-

.a group.,

1) tape recorder
2) individuaLcontracts

:Sign.(see the sample
3). the ,UNGAME
4) name tags are

written for children to
following this plan)

optional

Be sure everyone knoi.rs everyone else; bse name tags if some
children are strangers. Be sure everyone knows your name.
Explain that the meeting will be tape recorded today in
order to find out if everyone is meeting one of the goals
to be discussed later. It might be well to assign one
child (volunteer)to be in charge of_the recorder.

. .

3. Explain tl individual contracts-and have each child read
his/her's aloud and sign it in the'presence pf the group.
You sign your part of it.

4. Ask the children what will be important for them in the
group in the areas of speaking and acting. Try to elicit
ideas about the things Wat are important.fora person to
do in order-for others to understand what he/she is saying,
i.e. appropriate voice level and speech rate. Also, be
certain physical posture is discussed. The leader may
effectively act as a model to show. appropriate physical

,posture for effective communication in a group.

-13-
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Explain that the pldying of the UNGAME is to give us ar

\

activity to do cso we.can'practice!' a) voice level b'
speech rate .c) physical posture 0 *

e) and getting accualite4
Play tht game With the group. This-allows you to become
less pf an authority-and more of a7-model. If the teader,
goes first it will save time in explaining the game.: Agree
on.the"number of turtle each person will have before you
start. Base this judgemdnt do die time left.

.1 7. .Rewind the tape and allow the children taJisten to thdli
-own yoice.levels_andispeech rates. Briefly discuss.

/-'
I .

sp.

Adaptations: ''For slower or younger seWents, it tilit be well to break.
. this initial meeting into two. .

'Evaluations: Evaluation of'this session is built; into the activities;'.:
howemer, the leader may feel that one or more children need
.to be seen individually for inbtruction.in basic physical
skills or should be excluded altogether until they can
complete a specific behavior change sequence to better pre-
pare them for small group interaction. It is sincerely
hoped that exclusidn!of children at this point will not be
necessary; screening should h4ve identified those children.

-14-
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Seminar 1

. Group Contract'

.

Directions for using this, ontract!-,

Preparethe contracts in adVanceby typing or printing the name
Of the student and the leader in thetext-ot the ontract.,

2. The. idea ofi1this,group-contract should haVe 6een discussed with the
children individually or in sniall.groups, not necessarily the groups.
to be formed, before the children are wtih Ahem. ,

3. 'Each child should read his/her 'contract aloud in-the-fArst
session and' sign iton.the-dine above "Studer*" while the group
watches. the leader ehould,ihen read the leader's agreement and
sign on the Line above ''Leader."'

4.

, ,

Keepthe contracts and review them periodically. N

Group Meeting 1.

\

t tie
, ..

,

, . v
.I

'
\ , agree to'attend gr oupoup

meetings, to take part in the activities, to help others
practice the thingsve are learning, and to make changes
in myselg that will make me a more-effective person.

,

I understand.that what is said in this group is private'
and e not to be talked about outside'of here. If I want
to ta k about something that happens here, I need to get
permiSsion from the group. My permission is necessary for
the,leader to talk about VI-let I say here to my parents or
to,i0yfipacher.

4I, , ., agree to attend group
k-rneetingsf to provide activities to'help group members prac-

tice the2things'we are learning, and to give individtial
.,help to people.who need or want it. I will keep these
meetings private'and will getthe permission of ,a group
member or of the'group as a whole before discussing what
happens here with a parent or teacher. ,.1-

Student

Leader

9

A

r.

to



"tinar 1

Leader;. Be sure to explain words such as effective, private,
permission and any. others that the members do not. anderstand.

3
I.

,



. Getting Going
ti

0
. .

Sethinar :I COMMUNICATION TRAINING
// /'

'Group Meeting ?

Goal: A. Individual& will velopfbagIc 50.turaf skills Hecee5ary,/to
effective commu ication.

ental-Ob ective: Re;,iew A.1.3. a,b,.c. (See Group Meeting 1)
A.2.3.. Individuals will demonstrate ways of(

, attending and responAvg in a group

Performance. Objective: a. Individuals are abbe to use e e contact
when speakIng t someone and Oen4leing.
spoken to in group interactions.

. Individuals are able to.use attending
postures while listeningduring group

.

interactions.
IndiViduals'are Able to use appropriate
responses-, during.grbi* interactions.

.-;°

Miterials.and Resources.: 1) 'Tape reco der
2) evaluation sheets.
3) puppets (f om DUSO kit, other sources'.

or stick puppets)

Procedure: Review: Have the students discuss the three objectives
they worked on last meeting: voice level, speech rite,
and physical posture, for effective .communication.

2. Have each child'play the part of one puppet after you
tell them (or have anotherchild read aloud) the story'
of Snowdrift and the Six pwarfs.

3. Present the three 'new objectives for today: eye contact,
attending post1res, appropriate responses. Dilacusa,these
briefly and Ave the children demonstrate to be sure they
understand.

4. In ordei to Ota9Lce.the skills in today's objectives,
each child is to try gp think of wiat animal every ;other'
child reminds him of.NOT by appearance but by behavior.
Emphasize that group members are to practice the skills

. of eye contact when speaking to someone or when being
spoken to, to show they are listenfhg by-leaning toward
the person who is speaking,- and by yespapding to a person's
message in a way that is'useful, helpful, or courteous.;

-17-
c
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) 4.

ther child. Tell them.
, ,

th4 Will be. asked to rate e.person they observe on
the ttending:and-respondingskills.- Each child is to.
tell someone "If y69 were an animal I thin$ you would be'.
a . because, - Tapeviaord this
section of the meeting.- YOU may have time to go around
only once but be certain ev,et/Lchildgets wesponded to
(told what animal someone'thltas he/sh-emightbe).,4t
lleastonce..

. .-Before plaYini. the. tape of. the animal exercise,'pasw out
,

.

the eva uationhheets, two. for everyone.y Let each person
e3a1 ellimiherself op.khe Skills. Replay the tape of ,

theanimals.':HaMe the-thildw rate selves and thd other
person. they Were lasaigned-to watch. Discuss. Resionding,
will,be obvioUs-from the tape; the physical skills will
ot be so obvious.

6. si each child to observe anotheechild,until the
. 4 next session inthe classroom, on .thelaygroUnd, any-

.
:where (bathroonl, gym, etc.1 on the behaviors of voice:
level, speed, and physical appropriateneSs. Tell them
they will give the ,person.theyyserved (watched) a grade

.Assign each ohild_to.oeserve

at the next session.
)

Adaptationsl. Omit section 6 for. childien at a younger age or a,slower.
paced group.

.Evaluations* The evalUation--for.the performance Objectives.in thissession
are built in.- Further 34.jective evaluation by the group ; .

. leader May be conducted with antecdotAnotes. if desired.'.

e

t

/
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EVALUATION OF ATTENDING AND RESPONDING SKILLS

4

_Group Meet "olatse

Child's Name-

.1'
1. ''Look another pereon 1.n the eye when that

person'is.speaking to.himlher.

is able t9:

2. Lookat the 'person'to 1.A) he/she is
7 speakIng., !°

. Show that hejshejs:paying attention, to
thegroutember who is speaking by
sitting forwaft.

.

.

Show that heisheis paying,atiention.to
the:group member who isilipeaking by
turningtOwirrd that person.

5. Comment on a, topic being discussed in,a
1064.,

6.
.

Ask:a-question that has to do WA 1, the
group topic.

Z. Laugh, sho concern, nod or ott*rwise
give the rrect non-talking response

-to group discussion.-.

Rater

1/4, -19-
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Semiriar I .

SNOWDRIFT AND THE SIX DWARFS

-A Play on Words 'and Actions.

Characters

Group Heeting#2

SnoWdrift:, a persomho can be.understood by everyone becauseShe speaks
and acts' as though shecaresfor those she 1.6 with.- She tinder-.

stands what everyone says.

%Seedy: , a dwarf who speaks so fast no one but Snowdrift can understand
it.

Pokey:. dwarf who speaks so slowly,,. and moves so slowly no one haS
s time to pay attention to

Yappy: a dwarf.who speaks so loudly.and so often that no one can tear,
aboVe it's noise.'

F/apOY: a d,4trt.whok, .so active it:makes.everione uncomfortableby
pi its arms, standing on it head, walking on ifs. hands

Ilind-craWling Under, over, and on things.

4oftyl ,alAwarf,who speaks so softly and is so shy it cannot be heard
and is not paid attention. to by others.

Giggly: dwarf who .laughs all of the ime, when it speaks, when it eafs,
when it sleeps,. and especially when anyone eis4 spealcs$

.

SNOWDRIFT AND THE SIX DWARFS

Setting: A teeny housean the woods. It has one large room downstairs-4
and a large bedroom with six beds in it updtaits:

Scene xr Snowdrift,.lost in the woods, stumbles.i the Tittle house
dead tired from running through the woods. She runs upstairs
in the empty:-house andstretches out across all six'tiny beds.
She falls asleep.



k
go

'As evening arrive, the owners of the house, six little,dwarfs come home:

,-

,Speedy:- (speaking so fast no one can understand) Something is wrong

here, I know that.Chairlwas lint knocked over when we left this morning.

Pokey: (speektng so slowly no one can'wait for it to finish) Something

,is_wrong here, I know that chair was not knocked over when we left this

morning.

Yappy: (speaking so loudly no one canisten:

t*,

't Something' is wrong here. I know that chair was

0
left this morning.

all cover their ears)

not knocked over when we

err
Flappy: .(crawling over everything and under the turned over chair)

Something is wrong here, I know th? chair was not knocked over when we

left thip morning..,

(whisperin 'Something is wrong here, I know that cliar was not

knmpked Over when we left this morning.

Giggly:, (laughing) Tee 'tee. Something teelhee is wrong tee hee here, I

Ainoleas not tee hee knocked over tee ilee when we' left

tee hee here this morning to

All: Lets go upstairs and

"The dWarfs
*

all go upstage .

hee.

e What is going on.

28
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Speedy: There: a. woman up here aid` is Sleeping on all of our beds.

What?

Pokey: There's &woman _up here and she is sleeping-on-all of-ourbeds.

41: You are too. pokey, hurry up, we .can't wait foroYou to finish.talking.

Yappy: (shouting). There'S a woman up heirand sheds sleeping,on ill,

of our beds.,,

All: (uncovering their ears) What is going on?

Flappy: (walks up' the steps on its hands.)

\
Softy: (whispering) There is a woman up her4 and she is sleeping on

till of ourabeds.

'All: Can't hear you!

Giggly:. Tee Hee. There is-A woman, up here and she is sleeping on all of,

our beds. What Should we do? Tee Hee?

AlL1 'We wish you wonld'stop giggling so wecould.hear what yoU:are'saying.

Snowdrift: Waking with a start to see si,\dwarfs staring at her:° Oh,

yomscared me. I am sorry if I bothered you by taking yo7r-beds. Let
6

me cook your dinner to repay You for using your home.



L

Speedy: You, .you want to,/cdok for us?

Snowdrift: Yes, what do you like to eat?

All: She understood whatit said!

Pokey; =I like to eat hamburgers and french fries.

Snowdrift: I am the best hamburger, cooker around.`

All: She understood what it said! She waited for Pokey to speak.

Yappy: get the charcoal and can we roast marshmallows too?

Snowdrift: Of urse.

..,%
o.-

.She didn't have to cover her ears to underatand whatlappy

Flappy turns eartwheels crawls under,iliabed.andjUmpa up knocking into

All: She cares ab

'Softy: I like,hamburgers too.

Snowdi7iftl.am really glad yOu told me that.

All: She can hear what Softy says tool'



Giggly: Laughing all the time;

4 hamburgers tee.hee andhe

turn tee bee the.

Snowdrift: You sound ike a good helper..

All:` Giggly idn't laugh while Snowdrift was talking. She listened

to what it. had to say;

Everyone goes aurSide;:ro get ready to cook the meal. There isa lot of

niase0d but continUes to understand what the dwails

say.

setting: Outside at a picnic table with everyone eating. hamburgers.

Speedy: (speaking at a, medium speed) Thanks for fixing our meal. Snowdrift.'
'''.,,.

I am really. enjoying" the hamburgers.

--)(

'''..k

-4--"\Snowdrift:. YOu are welcome Speedy. And thank you foi speaking :more`

slowly. It, is easier, to understand, you.

' ^ .

Speedy: I didn't really know .I was,ed-1.to understand. I thought peoge

just dia mot:m nt to listen.

Pokey: (speaking at medlUm speed) The hatburgers are great! Thanks

for fixing our meal Snowdrift.

Snowdrift: You are welcome Pokey. And thank you for speaking ta little

fakter. It is easierto understand you.



1

4

Pokey: I didn't know I was hard to understand. I thought people 'just-

did .riot -want to listen.

Yappy: (speaking in a medium tone of voice) I really like the hamburgers.

Thanks for fixing-our meal Snowdrift.

,'. e . 4
Snowdrift: You are welcome Yappy. And thank you for speaking more softly.

2,-

.It. is much, easier to understand YoU..

Yappy: I didn' know I was hird to understand. I thought people just.

did not want to listen.

°Plapmq (sitting next to Snowdrift and quietly, eating)' Thank yOU for

fixing these : hamburgers Snowdrift: They are really, really good:
R.

-.1 l

Snowdrift: YoU are welcothe FlappY: And thank you for sitting her

quietly. 'Itris easier to eat. and talk when you are not jumping .round.

FlEPpvi. I,didn t:Itnows;pbothere people bYlumpingAround4 thought

ogle 4idn't4.like me.

ofty4 (speaking in a medium tone of voice) .1 am all

.
burgers Snowdrift.. Thank you for fixing them.

Snow rift: You are welbcme, Sotty. And thank you for spbaking loudly

enough for me to hear better.
.

Softy: didn't know, I was hard to understand. I thought people just

r



didn't want to listen.

Ji
.

Giggly: .(speaking in a straight serious manner) I think these hamburgers

are super, Snowdrift. Thank you for fixing...them for us..

SnOwdrift: You are welcome Giggly.-And-thank you for not laughing while
1

'yQu or others are ta1401.4-It-is much easier to understand you and every

one else.

Giggly: I didn't4know I bothered people or made it hard to understand

me when I giggled. I just like to have fun.
'

,1/4/ .

,

. (Snowdrift: Now It is my turn to thank all of you for,letting me',0et
, .

to knoiuyou and like you ,w

All: 'It is .great to be able to,talk to each other and to be understood'

and listened

.

-26- 0
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Groups

...

SeMinar COMMUNICAT ON TROA1NG Grou Meet

.
'*::

Coal: A. Individua4 will deyelOp basic cidiural skills
effective communication?

Developmental Objective: Review A02.3 a,b,c. (See Group Meeting'2)
A.3.3 Individuals are able to demonstrate

-

responding and contributing during
group interactions.','

.Performance Ob ective: . ,Individeals are able to respond appropriately
in a variety of group situations. '

.r71,

. Individuals contribute positively to up*
interactions in a variety of group sitUations.

necessary to

Materials and Resources: 1) "Report card" for rating children on
A.1.3, a,b,c by peers..

2) tape recorder
3) Epcus III, Unit M, focus: Groups -

"The-Team" pp, 133-134.

Procedure: 1. Pass out the report cards and.hgive each child rate ehe.'
person he/she watikeid on the skills listed. Discuss and
elicit remediation or anyone whq needa,it.r./
Discuss ways.' it An.a variety of group situations.
Discuss positive pontributions in group-interactions.
Elicit both,non-verbal and Ahrhal means bf responding-
an# ccintiihuting6 Assign n-partneis to ,groin members to
focus on'non-verbal attending and iespqnding behaviors.

3. Present the story "The Team" 4".".-

4. Use the discussion questions to allow students to practice
attending-responding and responding-contributing skills.

5. Tape record this discussion; replay to-allow students to
Tate themselves an the,verbarskill; orally (rather than
on paper or an'evaluation sheet).

6. Have partners report On-th, non-verbal behaviors of each
other. It is important that the discussion be fair,
-honest, and open, to continent by- others. Emphasis shpgld,
be on pOsitiv& NOT negative attempts.
Each student is given'the assignment' of keeping a log
(written record) 1, at leadt five appropriate responsew

_27
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4c,

in five different group situations such as school, play-
.`ground, church or.club,'store, motion picture theater,

family group etc. and five 'contributions that he/she made
. in five .different group situations. , The log is due tar

review by the next group'-meeting.AlihoUgh some students
may have troUble meeting that deadline; extension could
be bUilt in.at the time of the assignment..

aluations:

1

.
:Leader: 4 floe Focus Kit IjI with7the story is not available,
'try oneot,the following books and form a discussion febm the

. comtene-of:At involving the a) content of.the.story b) the
meaning of-group c) the impOrtande of the group to, the members
d) the characteristids of the- grou0 members ,e) problems in'the
group cause of7the prObiems and g) solution's to the prohr

Corbett, Scott.
1970. When
wanted very
Woody would
'goods shop.

. ,

The Baseball Bargain. Boston: Little, Brown,.
Woody heard that Leo was organizing a team, he
much,tojwelong. To be on the team, however;
have tdsteal a mitt from Stoneham's sporting

Low, Alice. Kallie's Corner. New York:' Ntntheon, 1966. Jane

Her clique isionsl.n H
,

goes to a private school; she overpi.btected, 'carefully
nm itured, and completely conve
hntile to Kallie, a new girl who -lives in,Greenwich'ViIlags'
with*heNeiehaeologist father,

Neville, Emily Cheney. TheSeveftteenth-Street Gang. New York:
Harper & Row, 1966. Minnow is the one who affects the
relationships Within her group; and when a new boy moves
into the neighborhood of the Seventeenth-Street gang it
is she who makes it difficult for him. In the end, Minnow
is forced to accept Hollis because of pressure fiom the
group.

.01

w."

-20--



:Seminar I
'

drades:, L means the person -did it., :very time yoUfatChed him /her.
. . : , ' .- . .,. i

M, means the person did it m re-than half the time you :watched
him/her.-.,..

.

N, means the person did'it e s thin half the time you watched
hiM/her-. m

,f.

.
.

0' means the person WEVER.di
..

. t,

1Ik.means you did, not have a ha ce to. she or hear the, person
di,. do' it-

Group Meeting 3.

Studedt,

. -

Used the right voice level, i.e. lou a
sqftness, high or low pitch for the :ro

. Spoke fast enough to be interesting b
slowly enodgh to be undsrii4od.

Used a PhyaJetal posture that helped hi
her be, effective in a group. 4

Obierver

.1"



Seminar I COMMUNICATION TRAINING.

Echoing

a.

. .

Group Meeting
.

4

Goal: B..'Individuala will develop active listening skills necessary
tOeffective7interpersOnal-intepactions.

_Developmental Objective: Review A.3.3 (See Group Meeting 3)
B.1,3. a.b. Individuals will Aemonstrate that

theSrcan listen\ to what' another
person is saying.

4

Performance. Objective: a. In avatiety.Of:situations, individuals are
able to repeat 'the basic Content' .of what
adother person is saying:.

b. In a variety-of situations, indiViduals are
able to verbally indicate when a person has
not_CorrectlYtepeated the content ofwhat
another person says and What was incorrect
in the repeiition

Materials and4eiources:

Procedure: 1::

1) letter:to the teacher
2) letter, to the parent
3) student tags.
4) FuntAStic Book

RevieW.the skills Olf-verbal and noriVerbiti responding 4ta

2. Review the loge of the students who have fitiiahed them;"
encourage the group members to support the,-1g uderit respoliuf-'
ing; especially if any of them observed the student carry-
ing out the behavior he/ihe.is describing in the log.
Introduce the Echo Game (Funtastic Book, page 460

Directions: Hive the studentsit in a circle. Start a
discussion (or ask a volunteer to start a
discussion)- of some current, event. of import-
ance to the'studenta,.I.e. local sports. -%

happening, school field trip,_ special event,',
party:, project,'etc. After the discussion
is underway, interrupt it and tell,the group
that from then on, before anyone says. any-
thing, he/she must first.REPEAT WHAT THE
PREVIOUS SPEAKER SAID to that persor0s,

-30-
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satisfaction; Regiume the discussion. The

adi
person whose message is, being repeated is .

free to correct-the Ectio.' When dveryone h

had at_least one turn, breifly discuss the
eff*Ct,Df the Echo rule on.each person;

. ,

. Explain that the students are to_Practice_listening and
repeating in other places:now. -Tekhers and parents are
being advided'thit.the childreri may repeat.:what they say
as a way gOracticihg:.their listening:skillb hnd areto
be encouraged; thi.children are not mocking: :Give.eath
student a.letter-tit tal*hOme; give a,vOlunteer.the letter

......, 0,
for the teacher kanie,the students, know and.mnderstand
the contents cif thd letter. .

.

5. 1ReMind-thdstudents who.havelnot brought in their logs
ihaf.they are'due at.the next group meeting for' discussion.

Evaluations:- Built-in.

N

9

4,



Group Meeting 4

ADear, Parent

oroir child is.participating'in.asmall group learhing expetience

at school.'. One of the social skills he/she is developing this' Week is,

?Weave listening " One wa3 to practice active-Icsten the process,\
of unalerstanding.whA a speakpi is feeling and putting it into -Ones' -..

own words, is to repeat in the same or'iimilar words, that avyerson says.
v.

Your child. may be doing that during your aiscussions, con ersations,.
.

and interaction this week. '1 ask that you help your child ,,to improve.

his/her listenink and active.listening-akills. We are not Ancoureging

mocking but-want tothelp students be aware of what another person, is
41

feeling.

, . .,

Your cooperation will be appr iated; if you have any questions,
. .,:

please call me.

Sincerely yourSf

/

Group Leader

phone

ti
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Sedtinar- I

--. Dear Ted-ohery

The small group experienaes

Group Meeting 4

Letter to the Teacher

in which your students

.incIude,the.praetiCing of "a.erivelistening" fOr the-next.few wee
7.

Active liatening'is.the,process of understanding What ..aspeakeris feeling

and putting it into one's own words.

It, would be helpful to the sear your:Studehts if yoil'WOUledd the

.following in the course of your daily dealings with, your students:

-1. accept a stUdent's'yepeating what you or SomeoneelSe says withinthe ltmits
of.your"claSsroom'strtActure;let the students know what

theseflimi,ts are 4-

4'
.

2. recognize when a student is practicing "active' listening" and give
public; positive encouragement to him/her.

are participating

f,
3. practice'active listening yoOrselfas 'a model to your students.

.
,

.
.1.

if.yoU are concerned about distinguishing active. listening from mocking,
. .

yht tote. of voice and.the motive of the student should provide-adequate

guidelinei for You. The motive of someone doing active listening .is..

understanding, ofthespeaker's ieeltuga. 6

ThEinkiyou for your cooperation ind please contact me if you haVe any....

questiopp.:

Sineerely yours,

Group Leader



How Are You Feeling?

Seminar I COMMUNICATION TRAINING Group Meeting 5

Goal: B. Individuals will develop active listening skills necessary
'to effective intermsonal inteyactions.

Developmental Objebtive: Revie B.1.3, a,b. (See Group Meeting 4)
B.2.3 Individuals will demonStrate that they

an listen for a speaker's feelings.

Performance Objective: a. For a variety of situations, individuals
..are able to indicate

1) whether a speaker is . expressing feelings
of being happy or being upset and

2) the reasons for their depisions.
b. Fora variety of situations, individuals are

able to indicate
1) whether a speaker is expressing feelings

of happiness, sadness;_ anger,, or fear. and
2) .the reasons for their decisions.'

c. Individuals are able...to present a variety
'f of words that describe the feeling a speaker.

may be expressing.

Materials and Resources: 1) Making Sense of Our Lives
'

.
2) S102 How Are You Feeling?
3) S160 Feeling Display1.

4)( ,S133 Feeling Words
5). one Pain-pleasure Sheet 4or each member
6) one Feeling Words Sheet 'for each member
7) one How Are You Feeling and How-is He/She

Feeling Sheet for each member's homework.

Procedure: 1. Finish the logs of the students who have not yet reported
on them. Encourage the'students to share only what they
care to share; encourage the group members to respond to
the student who is reporting especially if any of them
observed the student carrying out the beha-Vior he/she
is describing fromthe log. Model'such behavior yourself.

2. Tell the students tat you will periodically stop them
during today's meeting to ask someone to repeat what the
person assigned to him/her said. Assign one person to

-34-
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. ,

.be especially attended to by another person. This could
be done by having names drawn froma hat. The person whose
name is.drawn is to be attended to (listened!to carefully .

enough for the message to be repeated) by the person who
drew the name; Leader should draw a name.too for modeling

.purposes. -
.

1. Use e mimeographed sheet.for Feelings Words to promote
a dis salon, Of feelings words. Don't forget to have
the students Echo.

, gl

4, Working in pairs, have students read thepaintpleasure
statements 'to each other; when the pairs havefinished,
have them role-play some of the statements. Be certain
the.pairi7pleasure dimension is:discussed as well ds
attaching-a feeling word to each role -play.

5. Homework: Complete S10,2,'iHow Are You Feeling? (Argus)
' Also complete How is He or She Feeling? (Included Ai

the end of this' plan.) Since these assignments will be/
a major 'Art of the next session, be sure to remind
4itud nts to complete them and bring them. Students may

41'

want to help remind each other.
. .

.
. .tations: For younger or slower students the worksheets may need

to be completed during a group session. Activity could
be stopped at ten minute intervals to allow group members
to report on current feelings. )

a
Evaluatidi4; Built into the session through oral, reporting_and e oing

and.rofe-playing.

Supyhementary ClassroomfACtivities

The Funtastic. Book, page 41
"Feeling-0".

-
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Seminar I

$

HOW IS .HE/SH.E. FEiLING?

Group Meeting 5

/-
Are you usually aware of how another person is feeling?,

,Choose a personto be especially'aware Of for the next few hours; someone
you will,be with during that time.'

..D.rery 15 or 30 minutes for the next few hours, stop what you are doing
and write down what feeling you think your person.is having: Your
list might look like this: ,

1:00 -- rushed because Judy7padfto be at the dentist in ten minutes.'

1:30 -- frustrated because we had to wait in the deltist's office
after.rushilig.

2:00 -- worried because Judy had some fillings put in.her teeth.

etc.

Time:

Tft-trt.

.:r

Time:

Time:

Time:

VTime:
.



eminar I

PAIN-PLEASURE SHEET

\.1

Group Meeting 5

Working with a partner readthe...following sdhtenCes, decide whether
you are hearing pain or:pleasure. Once you'have determined the category,
'select a word that describes the pain or pleasure you hear. Following
is a list of words that may help you with your selection:

f

Pleasure

happy
joyous
strong
peaceful
excited

R4Y..

'able

in charge of self
independent
powerful
hopeful.

heard
understood

1. :0,1mori this was the best weekend ever!

pain pleasure feeling word

. When we play ball ,I never get to bat.

pain

. V

pleasure feeling word

Pain

left out
overpowered
angry
fearful
unhappy
jealous.
bored
helpless

. bitter
hostile
rejectedA
embarrassed"
neglected'

3. Why do we have to do everything that parents say?

pain pleasure feeling word

4. I hate you!

pain pleasure feeling word

-37-
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...Seminar I.

15. Girls. get the best,Of everything.
,

pain pleasure feeling word

Riding the roller coaster was a blast!

pleasure feeling word

40,

Group Meeting, 5

Act out the statements with, your partner. .Take turns being the speaker
, and the listerier. Be ready to act out'one or two for the group.

Adapted from Randolph, Howe, and Achterrman, Self-Enhancing Education.

4
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% Hidden Messages

Seminar I COMMUNICATION TRAINING
11

Goal:' B.. Individuals will develop active listening skills necessary
to effective interpersonal interactions.

Developmental Oblective: Review E.2.3 a,b,c. (See Group Meeting 5)
B.3.3. Individuals will demonstrate that

they can recognize hidden messages
in'a speaker's communication.

Group Meeting 6'

Performace Objectize: a. In a variety of-.situations, individuals are
able .to indicate when A speaker is sending
hidden messages.

b. 'In a variety' of situations, individuals are °..
able4 state the hidden message a speaker
is sending.

Materials and Resources: 1) homework sheets w Are You - Feeling? and
;* How is ,die /Shed e ing? from Group Meeting

5.

2) Hidden Message examples
3)%. Hidden Message cards
4) UNGAME.

Procedure: 1. Discuss .the feeling words that were used, in-the last
meeting.

2. Use'the homework assignment How Are You Feeling? to start
a,diacussion of what it means to be alert to your own
feelings. Group leader may mqdel by sharing his/her
homework assignmant.

3. During the discUssion 'continue to have assigned partners
echo now and then for further practice in the skill of
active listening.

4. Discuss the homework assignment How 'is He/She Feeling ?.
Again, leader may model; encourage echoing when you ask
for it.

.

-5. Talk about hidden messages in the tomiersations between
people. Use the list of hidden messages included at the

'end of this lesson tcrprovide examples of the hidden
messages people can send and they mean..

-39 -,
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. .

6. Using the "Hidden Message" FardS, pay the UNGAMt follow- ^'
ing the usual directions. thesgrouP leader should'play
both for being alertto,members;who are:having difficulty.
and for modeling.

.

.

work: Each udent is to bring to the next grou
eting two examples of hidden messagei; stress t the

children should remember the situation, 4where, 'Ai, what,
etc.) in which the message was:given.'

.

For slower or younger students, the cards may haveto be
'read aloud.

Adaptations:

Evaluations: Bulltinto discussion and same.

. ,

a



Seminar I

EXamplof Hidden Messages
. ,

Example

Mother returning home frbm shopping:
"I lipe you two had 41-good time today
at my expense."

Father dislikes the sight and antel
of his 'daughter's dirty ,feet:
"Don't you ever wish your feet

- like a human being?"

Is that all you have done

Only kids who are my fried§ can
join this club

Mq did earns more.mOney than yotlr
.dad.,

43

Grouts Meeting 6

Hidden Meaning

I suffer when you have
fun.

You are not worthy to
be human.

I think you should have
done more.

You are not my friend;
you are not good enough
to be my Triend.

.My dad is better than

.yourjad; earning more
money makes a.person
more valuable.



Seminar I

Hidden Messages Game

Group Meeting' 6

Directionsv P1 y the Hidden Messages Game on the UNGAME boar*follOWing
th vgeneral directions for playing t4e UNGAME. Place the
H den Messagesoslips cut fromthe,page beloW on the UNGAME
b ard. When a player lands on a space for drawing a card,
e/she draws a Hidden Message slip, readS the Hidden Message
lOudand te1l0 what the hidden meaning ilar,..No one 'may speak

until the pia' r is finished. Other hidden meanings may be
/'discussed theft.

IDDEN MESSAGE

1.

Mothe returning home from
shopp ng: "I hope you two
had a good time at my ex-
pense."

HIDDEN MESSAGE

Is that all you have done ?

HIDDEN MESSAGE

My dad earns mo oney than
your dad,

-42-'
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HIDDEN MESSAGE ,

Fipther dislikes the sight
and smell of his daughter's
dirty feet.: "Don't you
ever wash your feet like a
human being?"

HIDDEN' MESSAGE

Only kids who are my friends
can join this club.

1.

HIDDEN. MESSAGE

You only got a "C" onthat
test! .



Seminar I

'HIDDEN MESSAGE

I:really hope you enjoyed.
eating the cake I was

:saving for.my dessert.'-

RIDDEN-MESSAGE

You must really like to eat.

.1

HIDDEN___KESSAGE

The dOlLeats'neater.than
.

you dO

Group-Meeting-6.

HIDDEN MESSAGE

l'opr pink and,Aurple beads
really go well with your
red hair.

HIDDEN MESSAGE.

She'ii always reading some-
thing deep like "Jadk and
the Beanstalk" or "Mother
Gooie"..

.HIDDEN -MESSAGE

To a person who fell down:
"Don't worry, you'lllearn
how to walk some day."



A Can of Feeling Makers

Seminar I COMMUNICATION TRAINING Group Meeting 7

0AGoal:. C. Individuals will develop skills in effective verbal expression.

Developmental Objective: Review B.3.3 a,b. (See Group Meeting 6)
C.1.3. ,Individuals will be abcle to demon-

strate appropriate serf-dliclosing
techniqueb in interpersonal inter-,

actions.

Performance Objettive: a. Individuals are able to identify their own
immediate feelings,

b. Individuals are able to appropriately verbaliie
their immedia4e'feelings in a variety of inter-
personal interactions.

c. Individuals are able to indicate-tcheir immediaeb
feelings appropriately,in a nonverbel,manner
in a variety of interpersonal'interactions.

Materials andResourcei: 1) homework sheets rrom.the 1 coup meeting. ': 2) a Can of Feeling Makersfo use in a verbal-
non-verbal game of identif ing feelings.

\ (the feeling makers may bey cut apart and
'placed in a large tin can;that,has been
covered with fabric or adhesive paper.)

3) log sheet for partners to/ fill out on friends.
(/ At .2.

Procedure:." 1. Discuss hidden messages; have members share the examples,
of hidden messages they collected as mework. Be sae

, to have the situation in'which the h dden message occurred
described.

scuss the "why; of the use of hi en messages and the
ffect they have on communication tween people.

3. view some of the feeling words f omSow-Are You Feeling?
before doing the Can of Feeling ers activity.,

4. Have the.children form a circle o 'the floor with the Can
of Feeling Makers in theocenter. A volunteer may select
a slip of Paper.from the Can, r he situation and exprTss

a' the immediate"feeling he/she m ht h ve in that situation
either verbally or An-verbally as Indicate& on the slip.

!i;



I

A

5. Have each child choose a partner to whom he/she is
e ress feelings fOr the next few days. The partner is
t p a log 9f feelings expressed by his/her friend;
that is, the partner writes down the situation and the
feelings expressed, either verbal or non-verbal for his/

friend over the course of a few days. The logs are
to be used in the next group meeting.

Supplementary Activitst
Duso II
Usson.4 Expreasidg'and listening

forleelings

Evaluations: * Suilt into the game..

4v

.
a

O
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a

Situations fora Cah of Feeling"Makers

Someone calls you a bad name during, recess.

How do you feel? (verbal)

Your father comes up the drive. with A new
bike for you.

\
How do you feel? (non-verbal)

Someone tells you you did a nice job on
your English report.

How do you feel? (verbal)
.

Someone pills you to shut4p.
A

.

4

' How do you feel, (non- verbal)

Your dog gets hit by a, car.

7 4 HOW 'do you feel? (verbal)

9

.0"

Group Meeting 7

4.

ti



The ball:game is srOpped just as you
pome.to bat. :

Ii6w-do-A0 feel? :(non - verbal).

Ypur drhwing-is a4ected .for display
inthe main hall bulletin board. 1.

,

-."'Irkitg do you feel? (verbal)

.Group Meeting 7

.9

I .

Your brother wins .a prize as beit broad
-4

jumper-in his grade.

How do od feel? .(non7verbed)

. - .

Your beat friend sees you in, the store.
and brings 14a/her mother tomeet you.

How deryou feel? .(verbal):

, Plans for your family to visit an,
amusement park-are cancelled.

How do you feel? (non-verbal)

I.



The new pup. tears up your few-rite
space posters,

How `do you feel? (verbal).

t.

f Someone you know from school'sees
' you but ignores you.

i How do you feel? (non-verbal)

Group Meeting 7



Seminar. I

.
LOG SHEET

Group Meeting 7

To be filled, .out by,a iartner on the friend.
who those him /her.

Name of Friend New of Par\tner
(observed) (observor)

'halation ,,feeling expressed verbal non-verbal'

gxamplet 'fell of swing;,. pain; scared
scraped ,knee

"l` c

(

crying

1



41t)..

Showing I Care

,Seminar I COMMUNICATION TRAINING Group Meeting 8

Goal: C. Individuals will develop skills ineffective 4erbal_expression.

Develo mental_Ob ective:---Review-CAA*eib4o.:
(See%,Group-Meeting..1)--

Cs .C.2.3.. Individuals will demonstrate. appropriate.
technique6 fOrreaCting.ioanOther's
communications add totheir.Own
ings and thoughts in interpersonal inter-
actions,

Performance Objective: a. During a variety of interlietsonalinteractionS.
indiVidUalSare'ible to state the feelings- of
anotherill theirownwords.

b. During:a variety of interpersonal interactions,
individuals are able to communicate concern.
fox anther's feelings, statements, and
uniqueness as a person through integration

,'of body. posture and accurate verbal'response.
c. During ayariety of interpersonal interactions,

individuaWareable to help otheri discuss
their feelings in concrete Ways...

d. During a variety of interpersonal interactions,'
individuals are able to volunteer. personal
infortation, .

e. During a-Variety:of interpersonal interactions,
indiVidUals are able to 'respond to a.situatiOn
and feeling in a manner. that `Communicates
understanding and respect.

.

Materials' and Resources: 1) logs,
.

2) directions for the-Rescue Game'..
.-.34chalkboard and chalk ornewsPrint dan marker.
tape recorder

5). sample CoMmunication Skills Chart:

Procedure: 1. Each partner im to repoittnihisYher.lriend, in the presence
. of the group, at least oneexample.of.thelriend

having._
expr sed a feeling verbally and-a feeling non- verbally,
fro the log the partner kept on the friend. The partner1
ash 1dAnclude4he situation:in the report:

-50
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Adaptations:

.a;
2. The vehicle for learning and practicing the skills of

today's lesson is The Rescue Game (see separate instruc-
tions); Before-ppying the game it will be neessary to

;,discuss the behav ors eXpected of the "children with them:
a. state the feelings of another in.your own words.
b. show concern and respect for another's feelings,k

statements, and uniqueness through body postuFe
and accurate verbal response.,

c. help others discuss their feelings)in specific ways.
-volunteer personal information.

e. COmunicate understanding and respect.
Write the five behaviors on the chalkboard or on news-
print allqwing a column for cheCkmarks for each group.
member including the leader. (See the example following
this meeting description.)

3. When students understand the five communication behliviors
foi today's practice, introduce The Rescue Game. This
game is to be_reeumed at the--next - group meeting so finish-
lig it is not'necessary. Tape the Game for'evaluation
purpOses during the next meeting as well as for, exa
of effective and non-effective communication.

' For islower or younger students, fewer behaviors may be
worl&cron during the game.

_:

Evaluation's: Built intoesibp log exercise and in the taping of the Game.

-51- 53



' Roles:.

Victim:

Rescuer:

'Persecutor:

Group Meeting 8

The Rescue Game*

a7helpAellsperand who cannot help him/herselfand wants
others. to help him /her.

d person wile! believes the Victim cannot help him/herself;
the Bescuerbelieyea he/she can, help the victim;

a person whorbelievesthe ictim is helpless and that it
is the Victim's own

Three of us will play a:game Called R.eacue.,
three parts.. :One part is the bad guy or

mesh and likes to pick on the Victim whom
The Victim acts helplest like he/she cannot'

Explain the Game to theGroup:
I need three people to play.
Persecutor. This person
he/she thinks-is helples-
do anything for him/herself. The Rescuer-may look like's good guy becausehe/she wants to take care of the'Victim and do. thinga'for him/her. :TheRescuer really is just keeping,t4 Victim from learning how to take care
of him/hereieif.

°
Situation:. The Victim'kets blamed far aomething'be/dhe did nbt do by. the

74
W-ii-e-&7,E;r: and is, saved from having Fupike care of him/herself by. the....Rescuer. .

-:.'.,;:c.f --4t;_,,Tr.7'.'.-:-

Other .Group Members: PractiCe any Of ZlieViVe.beha*viors that is appropriate
either during the play or.a discussion of it.

.

sion: If there is time., one person. will play Victim and the restof the group will play Rescuers. The Rescuers should practide the fiVebehaviors* while ondsroup member observes and, records the communications
on the board or-on the newsprint..

. .' ,

*Adapted rom Hendricks, G. and. Wills, R. The.Secohd Centering Book.

N



Seminar

1

v/

. . a. bwn Words

V

Sample CommuniCation Skills Chart_i

Don Jill Bob Sue

b. Concern

. (

q. Concrete expression

d. Personal information

e. Understanding and
Respect

001

Jr.

Group 'Meeting 8

v/

'

ti

O



The Rescue Game

Grourf'Meetink 9

. -
ideals will develop skills in effective verbal exprestion.

ective: Review C.2.3. a,b,c,d,e. .,
C.3.3. Individuals will demonstrate the basic

ability to question or refuse or challenge
'another in interpersonal interactions.

A .

ective: a. During a variety of interpersonal interacti ns,
individuals are able 6 appyopriately quest on/another'ifi.terms of " en" ail& "how".

.

. During a variety of in rpersonfil'interactions;
individuals:are.able to appropriately refuse
another's request.,

. During a variety of interpersonal interactions,
individualtare able to appropriately 'state
their own feelings and positions by giving, an
"I-message" to another.

1

Materials and.Respurces: 1) directions for The Rescue Game (See Seminar
I, Group Meeting 8)

...

2) achart presenting,the three new skills to
be developed today (see sample)

3) a. chart with'the five:skills presented 'in
Groupifeeting 8 listed on it,

4) a tape recorder.

'Procedures Uaing the chart which contains the 'Oree new.skiUs, present
them to the group; elicit examples of,the kind.ofbehaviors

N.> they/will be working on. Review the skills Worked on during
the last Group'iMeeting.

.2. When you are. reasonably.. certain all group membets under-
stand the skills, resume the expansion form of The Rescue
Game while someone checks off:individual's use of the skills--'
all eight this tim.: Tape record the interaction. Allow-
about five, minutes for evaluation of the interaction.

3. For.purposea of evaluation,-play parts df.the tape and have
group members point.outthe skil used:during the'inter-
action or places "where any of th eight skills could hive
been worked on.'

.

-e



If further wort seems tb be necessary in working on
these communication skills, the following game might
'be of use:

.Ne4ded: A container or envelope with each of the
eight skilislyrittenon a card. That is, there will..
be, or-strips-of-paper-with-a-skill written
on each. On another color of paper, write the name'of
each group member including the leader on a separate
slip of this paper. During a discussion;_eachgrqup
Member draWs 1. a name and 2. a.skill from the con-
tainer. Heisheis responsibevfor using that skill
on'that person's intetactiOnsin the. group discussion.
Uses tImer to tell Members whento draw another set.
Keep tie discussion. moving have someone keep score
or tabulate the members' Use of skills. A chart could'
be usedagaincr the stab- keeper could say,,"Sue,'I
hearcfyau giVe an:I-Message' to Joe" and give Suea
tbken(poketiohip or other token.)

evaluations: Built into the session.

or.
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Seminar I

quettion

refuse'

c. "I- message"

Group Meeting 9'

Sample Communication Skills. Chart

Don Till Bob. Sue Tom- Ann'

/I



Evaluation

Seminar COMMUNICWTIDN TRAINING Group Meeting 10

Goal: C. Individuals will develovskills in egfectiveiv'erbal expression.

Developmental Objectltre:. Review C.2.3. a,b,c. (See Group Meeting 9).-
.C3.3.-. Individuals will demonstrate the basic

ability tovuestion or.refuse or challenge
" another in InterPersvnal 'interactions.

,
. e

Performance Objective: ;a. :During a 9hriety of interpersonal interactions,
indiv els are able to appropriately' question I11:

anoihe in terms of "when" and,"how".
. During a variety of interpersonal interactions,

-individuals are able to appropriately refuse
anotheilb request:'

c. During a variety of.interpersonal interactions,
individuals are able to appropriately state
their own feelings and positions.by giving

, an "I-measage" to anothet.
. 4

_is,
,

.

'Materials and Respuroes: 1) the:chart with the-three skills listed on it
2) evaluation sheets* .

t k

trocedure: 1. %Rev* the skills presented in Group Meeting9. Use the
chart and have the members give specific, examples of the
kinds of behaviors represented by each.

2 Give each child an evaluation sheet foi him/herselfto
-p

fill out along andone to be filled out on him/her by
group :census.'

.

3.. Have eaachild fill out his/her evaluation.,sheet: Collect'
!them.

4. Go over the-sheet for each child haying each group member
Suggest a-numerical rating along with the reason fot it.
'Obtaini,a consensus and havethe child being rated record
it. on the second sheet he /she was given. Be certain this
'sheet -is marked .a.6 a grouP rating while the one completed
by the child alone is marked.as a.self-rating.

..
-e



_Directions:

.!
-

RATING SCALE FOR COMMUNICATION TRAINAPG.

Group Mee4ng 10

.You are going.

-nthet--people.
-.riming number
the item.:

Always
5

Often
4

4 0to. rate what 'yOu).do and _how_ Y04._act_with_
Use the rating scale be/ow: Write yeur

for each tem in the box to the right of
. . 41.

:Rating Scale

5

Sometimes

,

Now and Then NeVer
2

ITEM

I can stay seated during a group discussion or group
activity.

ext.-

f

I can
I say

. I can

speas', o thers can hearaaeLor understand
in a group.:

listen to another person..
A W.

what

. :I can speak withOut ihterruptingscleone else in a
group.

5. When someone else says something, Ivan
a question or comment that is fittift.

I can be in a group without distracting
making notbea, or moving around:

7. 'I can look another person in the eyes en I speak
to .him 'or her,

8. I tan look another perSon in the eyes when that
person apeaks to me.

. I can help in a group by adding something
(contributing) to the discussion or activity.

41, 4

answer with

others.by

CRATING



1Q., I can put-in words' how f am feeling.

Al. I can letAny_faelings-be known.in a
acceptable way without, speaking.

12.

socially

I can showi'i understand what someone said by
saying :the same thing in my own words. ,

13 I,cau, show concern ior another perdnq in both
body posture and by what I say.

14. I can help others.talk ab4ut their feelings
'by suggesting specific words.

Group Meeting 10
,---

""i .

40./).

r--1

_ . .J5%. I can use my own experiences to help.others
...:. understand sarthing that is happening to'them.

'16! I can let others knowI understand-their
feelings:an4 reipect-them...,,

. fr

17. I Can 1:ation:Othersusi;ig "'when" And "how,

4

14. I can refuse another's request ihA socially
dr.acceptable way. , . -i?:-.

19,6 I can state my feelings and Position on a topic
'in "an "Ilessage."

2Q. 4 can recognize when someone else does not
,,,understand what the speaker is saying.

,

21,' I know when a Oeaker is expressing feelings of
k being happy, Upset, Or afraid.

22.'. I can tell when someone is sending a "hidden. ,

message."

I'can state.the hidden measage'a.,persen
sending.

b.
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1: '1, . J. Iv -
14 ,.

. .
Coal: k ' Indiyiduals will develop a basis ,foro effective 'InterfpersonafWills through leariing about .basic human, afircl4ve needs and

r the beliefs Abet relate to meeting those. needs! ik.,

. . .

I Need - You!

7 ;

. II UNDERSTANDING :BEHA#I9It
4 .

Developmental,. Objective: A.1.3. Individuals 4Till demotistrate spontaneous-
-- expression and fuifsillleilt seeking of

the 'basic affective 'needs of self and,

others during interpe-taima'I, interactiona.!-
4.,

1

,
0Performance 01) ective: fa. Ind tvidua/s are 'able -to- expr4as love, i e.'

.
,. empathy, respeci,' and ,genuineness in their

relationships with. others . , % , I, ,

b. . Individuals are a*.te to receive empathir, xe,-.. .., ;
'4:, 1 spect, and genuineness 1.n their relationdhlps

,itlth others. '' ,
Individuals are'ab e to'exAreis their oinl

e

C.

,other s %needs o belong ana to be iignif -
icant Others spontaneously during relation-
stiips with others.' .

d. Individuals are abie',tio express their' awn
and other's 'needs.to feel worthwhile awl be
treated with dignity spontaneously during ,1k
relationships with others. 5

.oMaterials,iind 'Resources: 1) 'chalkboard "and Chalk or -newsprint mid fele.-
--, - tip marker

.:* 2) a' Ian Game": cover can of any size (no,

smaller than a ..6 oi. 'size) withpaint or

f

.

lippcedure:'

contact paper; out and fold slips of Sper,
*'such .as those found at the end of this
plan. Write "The Can" on the outside of
the can.. (The can from Seminar 'may 'be used)7

-.

. .. .
4, . . .

. .
r. Leader:. Be certain to 'encourage the Members. to use -.

,
.J the .communiCatione skills learned. in Seminar dUring

, , ANY diecussl.on or4heerpersona interactiOn.
.'.

:0



1

19.,4
e

e,

1. DiScuss 'with the group-that now they will begin a .neF
phase of study. It will dal with Ahderstanding why,
people act the way-they do-ipleir goals of behavior.
In order to really use communications skills effect-
ively;it helps to have some way of understanding
what is going on in the other,person's life.

. Con4nue the discussion by having the students present
examples of behaviors they have,seen that have-puzzled '

) thenk. . _

3. Intrdduce the idea that one way,of ,understanding the
, actions,4f otheis is to look at their emotional needs.

Haliihe students create a defjnition for emotional
,Tr../e keep; very geperal). k'. 4. Alloj the students to brainstorm some emotional needs
that everyone has: Write them on a chalkboard or
newsprint.. ,

.-
.Present the four basic emotional 1eedd that are general-

.1 ized heeienilootAte theuear the "brainstormed" ones.
4k.. -..-464.-nede. to love

0,. . . --The need to be 16441
.

t-The need to belong.and;to be iMOurtant.to others
frpte need to fee
..witlicil.ghity,

.(Be sure riremLepbe

'worthWhile andAd

worthwhile and .td be. treated

understand the meanings of
ty.) c,

.

'6. AsSist the students in matching tbeii. ideassto the
four.generalized needs that were presented.

., Introduce the "CanGame" asia-way of:helping to'learn
more 'about the'four basic emotidnal needs. Explain _
that the "Can",will.be pa ardun&the circle. :Each
player will Chooie a slip of paper, readto the group
what'it says, and then an the question- None of
the other group member's may comment On what wts.said -._

until it. is his /her own-turn. The Player who is choos-,
ing the slip of paper has ,theoptiori.of putting it back:;:.
if he/she does not like it and Choosing another. If
the leadet 'does not want a- lot of repetition'to occur;
the used.sts maybe plecedein a:separate 1611. The
leader migh give an exam ple'. or be'the groui-' tuber
who begins, whichever is toit.comfortable at the time.
-Pass the "Can" around as many:times a0;yoU.feel
interest, and enthusiasm marients
Evaluate t is session with the group.members by.

9.

time,,

asking:,
. I',What did y learn today?

What did,you think about thi
How do. you 'think it will. he you later on?

41.



(Adaptations:: If Ithere s -additional meeting time, the students may
' discuis and generate their own 'situation slips to go:

. into the'CasGible. Members could also turn, this'game
later onON a charades-type game where other members
guess the peed they are deticribing and expressing.

.

\ . -Evsluation: Questioning at the close of the session.
,

TL

A

of.
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Seminar II Group Meeting 1

p .
,

You have the need to love.
.

You have the'need to love..

.
,

.Your parents just4gaVe.yob a new
puppy for your birthday. He is
so cute. 0 .

. .

HQW might .you act? :.

.
.

.

, ,

.

You've always looked up to yOur
older brother, but-now he has
run away from home.- You feel
deserted.

. .

How might you act,?

.

'".
,

. . .

You'have the need to feel worth-
.

.YOu have, the need to be loved.
while and to be treated with

. .

It's not even your'birthday and
yourdid took you (without the
brothers and sisters) out for
,dinner.. He really acted like
he enjoyed spending time with
you.

.

How would -you feel?
. 1 :

.

.

o

'dignity.
.

.

Youare talking with your teacher
in the pall-about a special pro-
TeCt. Another teacher comes up
*nd tries to interrupt: Your-

teacher remarks to the other
teacher that. he Will,be free in
a moment but he wants to finish
talking withj,U first. ,

How.would youJ eel?, .

.

You have the need to belong and
.

Yau have the need to be. loved.
be *portant to others.-

.

You live on a farm and' oll have
a small dog who follows you
everywhere. You have had a lot

.

of'fun together. This mOrOing,.
though, afie ran in front of a
,car.- 'You ..and your dad buried-
her this afternoon.'

,

. . .

How might,you feel and act?,..

. .

..
.,

YOd.have just come bUt on the
-playground and,youT frieids
shout to you, "Hey`, cope/Over
and play ball-wltkus!"

.

.

qpw would you look ?; .

r_

I
,

.

.

,.

-64-
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Seminar II

a

,Group-Medting 1

You have the need to belong and

_
.

You haVe the need 6 be loved:
to beimportant to others.

Name a person or a pet that you
know loves you very much.

de* 1

.

,

- -
.

. . ,

.

.

You have moved-with your family to
a new town. Now it is your firs, t
day at:the..fie:4 school. Yoh want
the others in your clais to'like
youf but no one-even tries to talk
to you at, recess.

.

.

How might you fell?

.

. .

You have the need to lime. You have the need to love.
.

.

Name a person or a pet that you
love very much.

'.'

.
. .

.?'-' -,

A
.

.
.

.

.

-

.

There'areMany different kinds
-of lover Name some of.them.

.
,..

,

-,410-

, . ,

.

.
.

.

, .

. You have the need to feel worth
di

.

You have'the need tos'be loved.'. While and to be treated with
.
; f

. .

WhAt'does the:i.i.ord love mean
to yo? eu

r ,

.

,
. i

.Itdignity. ' 4- 4

.
.

Your, older.brdther and sister have
decideW to play softball, You ask
0 play too. They remark, "Who

. wants. to play with a shrimp like
you!" Then they run'to the ball-.
field withddt you.

How might you feel?
What might you do?

-765-



Seminar II
Group Meeting 1

You have the need to belong and
tq be important to others.

Name )11way that you let someone
know that he or she isimpqrtant
to you.

-

You have the need to feel worth-
while and to-be treated with

;dignity.

Tell about a time that you felt,
.wor0While because someone
treated you with.dignity.

- ,

You have the need to belong and to
be important. o others.

about e'time that you really
f4t like you belonged and wits
important to someone else.:

1

You have the need to'fael
worthwhile and to be treated
with dignity.

. Qhat do the words worthwhile
and dignity mean to you?

.

0

-66-
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We Need -.We Believe

Seminar II UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOR
Group Meeting 2

Goal: ' . Individuals will develop a ba ig for effectiVe interpersonal
skills thtougli learning about basic human affectik needs indthe beliefs that relate to meting those needs.

DevelOpmental Objective: Review A:1.3. ,b,c;(1.
A:2.3. Individuals will Siontaneously demon--

strate that they can act On'the beliefs
that relate to the basic affective needs

wof selves and others.,

.Performance Objective: a. Individualb are ablre to spOntaneobsly'interact
with others as though all behaviar'occUrs for
a social purpose (i.4. for the gdod of all).

b. Individuals are able. to spontileously,dechde,
ancliallo4*Others to make decisions durin

-personal interactions.'
c. individuals able to expectto,be'treated

,with:equalityand'respecthy:Other,t.
Individuals.are able to spRntaneods1 treat
all people'as,equals and show res

e.. Individuals are able to spontpneous view,.

the4 stluences of hehaVidras a means ,of
under /Wing that behavior.

aF,

,Materialsand Resources: 1) ..halkboard and-Chalk or'llevilsprint and felt-
tip maiker

Procedure:

./
h4I:work assignment hee is (see example
owing-this pla

Be certain to. encourage the.meMberato use
the communicatio skills learned in Seminar I during
ANY discussion. or interpersonal interacitan.-

-67-
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1.. Review the discussion of emotional needs frOm the previous
meeting. Present the definition of-need, that 'they had
treated,.on the Oa : on newsprint.

2.. Guide the discus:Ed towards- the subjett,of how the four '

basic emotional needs apply in ,ehp.i.lives.
-'IntrOduce the ide that'aur'belie-$ are connected in
some respects to . r needs. The four basic emotional
needs influence .t way we think abagt what we want i.foi
ourselves And'oth.ds. And what we.think, what we accept
to be true-or rea ,(beliefs }, affect-Our actions.:

- From, tie discussi n, guide.the.members in treating a
definition of th ,word belief. Write it'onthe chalk -
board'or on.ne printclose to the definitiOn of need.
Present. the fa a r.basitbeliefs,that are generalized here
4nd write the' on the chalkboard or on newsprint.. Discuss

each' one means ,to them.
-- Belief that'allbehavior occurs for a social purpose._
--2Belief that people are decision-Makers.
- - Belief that all people. are equal and-deserve mutual
respect. Bring out here that this means equality
in worth and dignity, not'necessarily in ability or
respoilkibility.

- TBelief that behavior can be nderstood by looking
/ 'at its cOneequences.

6. Acknowledge that there are many other kinds of beliefs,
but these are the one.-we want to looat closely in
this group. ,

7. .Discusswhat/the actions of a person might be if.he /she
'Believes these four basis.beliefs..

8. Present the homework Sheets tqthe group memberS./Explain,
that you would like them,completed and brought back.to the-
next, group meetinev,.It,necessary; reassure thestMdents
thatthe'purpose of this assignment is only for Self.exam
ination concerning the basic.needs and beliefs. The group

, will, discuss the". assignments generally du6ing4hehext -

meeting, -but no member will have to disclose any more than
Alt he/she wishes to. Answer any OeStionsnvolving the
' -homework,sheets. Every member-ITincluding the leader.

f" 'should do the 4ssignment:
,

4

10°
.

-..
f

Be sure to-talk withthe classroom teacher ahead oft
time .so that'shethe may arrange for,eftherm light

. .homeUork load dr speCialdlass time Whenth4 group
members can complete theii,assignment sheets.

. r
ir



I.

' .92' Lead the members in an evaluation disCussion-goncerning
what happened in today's)meeting:

Whailt dia'we learn today ?"
, .,

4710$t did you reAllYthink about; it?
Do you think'it willhelp us any later on ? '',

,
t,

AdaptationsL The homework assignment sheer,may be adaptetiosuiv,tbe
Aill level ofthegroupmembers.. ,

Evaluationti Questioning at the clo'se of the session.
Homework assignment.

r,.

Suggestion for support involveme4 within the
classroom:

DUSO D-2, p. 21-24, Unit I/Cycle C, Learning to
recognize purimses'of%behavior.

l(

w

v,

° J

e
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Seminar II

,

.Name

Group Meeting 2-1 0

Date

Read this page carefully. Write your short anqwers below each questiol.

We need trlove. We.,eed to' be loved.
IS,

'"-.

Name someone you love and tell a° NaMe someone else who loves you
way you shoWed your love this Tell about a way he/she showecV
Week. love to you this week:-

.;s

e.

I V.

Weneed to belong and to
be imporant to others.

Tell about a.,timeithis week
when, you felt. like you be-
longed and were important
tc;. someone.-_

..

We need to feel,worthwhile and to
be treated with dignity*.

Tell about a time ttlfs Week, when yoU
felt w6rtbwhlie as a. result 6f. some-
one treating you with dignity.

-70-



.Seminar II

Belief: Behavior oEcurajfor;a
':social purpose.

Tell about, something.you did
this week'and how it affected
other peOPie,you know.

-Behavior can be under
s d by lookifig at its'cOnse-
q cee.

Tell abouesomeOhing.you did
to get attention this week.

, #

r
4

How did-those around you react?

I

ti

-Grou Meetin

Belief: .People are decision-
makers.

Tell about a decision you made
this week.

Belief; All people are equal
and deserve mutual respect.

Tell abOut how someone treated
you with respect this-week.

about how you treated. some2
one with respect this F4 .

V.

. u

Did yot6let attention in a good way Or a way mot

al

r

so. good?

'

v

`MI



-7,BevIemrin Needs and Beliefs

ar I BIM ANDING ',BEHAVIOR Group Meeting 3

Individ is will develop a bAsii foreffective interpersonal
skills t rough learning about basic human:affective needs
and the beliefs that relate to meeting, those needs.

. Developmental .j ective.

q

Individualsiwill0e#00krate spontaneous
expression andjuifient seeking or
the basic AffeCtiyeneeds-of self and
others during interpersonal interactions.

Performance Objective: a. Individuas are able,to express.love; i.e.:
'empathy,lisspeCt, and genuineness.in their'
relationships with others.

.

b... Individuals are able to receive empathy,.re7 .

spect, and genuinenes6 In4their'relationships
With others.

.

c. Individuals are 'able to express.their own,
and other's needs to "belong .and to. be Signif-'
icapt to others spontaneously ddring relation-
ships with Otheri, -7

De/elopmenEai Objective:, .IndiViduals spontaneously demon-
striae that they can- act on the beliefs
the elat,e to the basid af,f t4tgjiVreTs
f

._Performance'Objective: a. dividva;$ $Ke-trrepoAtaneously, inter- t
act withoihers s Ough all behaviorogCurs

?.. for a social (i.e.- for the good- of all) -.

,ss,. InditOduals are able .to spontaneously cide
and Allow others to:make decisions dying
personal interactions.

1

.c. Individuals are ELIAS to eXpeet tO be treated
w h equality arlateapec,t by others.

15

.

a. IndividUal.s are ablO'SpontaneddSly treat
1,3111.001:00:60414Csma shoWreApect.,.'

Individualsakce*04,;toiSpontaneouslii view
the consequences'' of behavior as a means-of
understanding that behavior.

1



Materials and,AesoUrce

Procedure:

k
dr

a: "Wheel of E4ents" (see Agfie follow-
ing this plan) '

a. 4A -large cardboard circle-marked off
into wedges to make the wheel.

b. A "Spinner".
a c. A grad, nail, or something else to

',attach the spinner to the cardboard '
circle.. ;

2j' chalkboard and chalk or newsprint.and felt-
tip marker

3)., a large'chrdboard'boy and/or girl cut
.nto several jig--eaw puzzled type pieces
see example following this plan)

Leader: Re eertainto:encourage the members to use
the, ,communicatioa, leaned in Seminar I during
ANY.discUegion-br-interpersonal'interaction.

I. Review sLth 'the .group members' the four asic emotional
eds, and' the, beliefs related. to thoseAgeeds. Wri&,
e'four,neads and the four beliefs on the chalkboard

or 0n*newsprint. .

2.. Discuss _thehomework assignmentiwithithe group. Encourage:1,
members:toll-ham, but do.not push them'intb,the uncomfort-'_.
able position, of sharing kore"than they, really wantto.
A good beginnAg'for this type of discussion is for the
leader to shares something. that he/she put on his/her,
-assignment' sheet. s' ';)

3.,' End the discussion by encouraging members to eyeluatew
what they have learned frob the assignment. ' '

4. Explain- to the students that this" wal.,,be the last meeting
that you will discuss the needs anebeliefs so much, so' .,,

.

you wOuld like to review them byjdaying tiro tees of.

. Describe the "WheeL'of Events" garinVL the .w4 to play it.
a.

nEvents game. .. ,

/

.,, --The group member§ will ergs& a hypothetical Student.. ,

They will have to decide ailex, age; height, weight,
amily background'(i.e. number of family members, parents'
occupations, attitudes or..problems_in the'family, etc.),.'
and the student'? background.(inte%mets, abilities,
personality, etc.). v, 4- . -

. -. ..



Ehcourale the membets not
this portion of the game.
tions of the hypothetical
Or-8n net/Skint.

.

to spend a -lot of time on'
Wriie down their descrip
studenA on the chalkboafd

.

out in ,rsikdam order,, the pace's of the boy_or
puzzle (de.peE4ing qa'the theythey aysIgned to. their
:hYpothetical Studer:1),-

.

7-11SY out the Wheel, of Events. .The spinner, should have
been attached ibefote the gtpup meeting and;, should
lOave beeh clerked to see that it,Spins.eaimy.

. .

- -.Explain the proCedure of the gamee. E:dch member will
have. a tuf5 to spin the Wheel of Eveqd% The' wheel
inclAdfs 9D it anulliber of situations which affect.
Oeir. Whthetioal student' s needs and beliefs. EachMaher will take the' sitluation the spinner lands 'OR
during , -his /her -turn and analyze he situatioh accord-
ing: to needs o'r.hdlief4and

feelings. And actions of.) '
their hypothetical student: Then tie memberWill
have a 'chance 7tp4onniCt two puzzle pieces. Then it .

is-another metber'S turn.-. Thus, all the members take
turns' until their- qooperaflon-results ,in 'the; hypo thet-
ical "sthilent beinOgut together."

V

r.

. 4If. a:fiember becomes stumped'on_describing a situation J

during his/:her 'turp,-he/she has the :option' of choosing
another player tO help him/her out.

*

e Wheel of Evente and the number of puzzle pieces may be'
.

apted to Various skill -lea0s..;:- fewer pieces and SiTpler
ituations., for .s];Oweli students or miO pieces -.and moredinvolVe situations ropety bikght nts. P

Within' the aiSchasions. .

A.
* Suggestion . fOr supporting inValvement ' within the
clasaiho :. ,i

. . j

1/1

,f)USO D-2 p. 234-23/, Upi.t- VIII/Cycle D, Del)eloping
a. sense of human dignity- and' equality.. . '

..,11
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Four Goals of Misbehavior.

Seminar II UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOR
,

Group Meeting 4

Individuals will.develop effectivtinterpersonal
learning the\goals of behavfbf.

Developmental Objective: 13.1,3.. Individuals will demonstrate recogniti(511.,
of the four goals of-misbehavior.

PerforMahce'Objectives:
r

*lb

a. 'bUring.interactions:in a psycHdlogiCaledwr
atian group,:individUals are able 'to acknowledge
another's goal of-misbehavior and the mistaken
belief emaciated 'ith'it. . 41.

/W
-! . During interact n in a psychological education

voup,Ondivid is are able to adknowledgstotheir.
'awn goalkof misbehaviot and the mistaken beliefs
assoctiated with them. . . ' ..

c. IndidiAtials,are able to resist raking as ex-
pectedito another's misbehavioitend respond in,

. *productive manner. -. <7'
Materials and Resources:- 1)- 'thalkbpard and chalk or newsprint and felt-

.
.

tip marker.
-

2) copies of. the Goala arMisbehavipi chart fov
el& member (see chart following this plan)

-% 3) a situation heet for the leader (see example
following.th lailb-

Procedure:

'

Leader: Be-certain to encourage the members to use the-
eommunicatipns skills learned in Seminar I duting ANY-'
disc on or interpersonal interaction.

* .or

1.* Introduce this -lesser by explaining that during this meeting
1--members-will learn some WaysoColookYng,at why. other kidt--

misbehave.-1-(Checktosee that s4eryond understands what
misbehave means:)

.

2: Brin out tip. fact that children whaconsistentl; misbghave:
'usual. 'believe that that,is the only WaYfthey can belong
or be importw.



$

t

3. Review tbe .'belief that behavfo) can be understood by look-.
ing at its tobsequences--at what it getp the person.

,-
to

that there are lour map conseqUences :that .a kid is rying
ifor, when he/she-consistentlyilsbehaves: attention, owe
revenge or gitting even, and /ho.chance to give up and
try. Write -these oft the chalkboard or 'newsprint as the
are discussed. - IA . ,

,....'
4. Distribute the. Four Goals of Misbehavior charts, giming

one to each grouemember. Didcuss each of the goals, the. ..04.

accompanying beliefs,, reactions, and better ways respond.
Allow the group members tq study the chart'throughout.the
disclission. Eacourage luestiobs and comments4Whe die-
mission cqntinues. ,.

Introduce the next vtivity'td the group.. As leader, you
will tead a variety of situations to the other group members.

4. i...,, attention; pdWer, revenge, or to give up., . '_

.At the. end of each aftdation, they will be gfven the oppor-
tunity.to stace whethiii the person in the fi;orsx is wanting

.--S
6. Give the first situationas an example!! Head the students

inttoigfyling the correct response. Allow the, groupamembers
-' , to 'decide and reecho eonsendus on 10 remaining situations:

.,

Ut
,

ak them to biding theirs to,The_neRi meeting also--
.

but have extra-Owhand to accomodat foigetfulnessA
7. follotang this activity, encourage the meMbeTs to ,verbally
) evaluate-the meeting. Discuss,101at they learneetoday,

Ai' i how ihey. -felt about.What,they /eatned, how they c6lild!
apply it in their daililives, etc.--

.

S. Verbally present the members ,with a homework assignmqnt:
!4: they are to watch those people they know whp seem to mis-

' befiave-Frequently and decide whatthose people, seem 6. °
want ftdm their 'misbehavior. Cautioh the' studenta not to

' ,., confront those Children with their theories because often
'they themselves do not linderstalltwhy they act the way.
they 411-

-.Suggestio jor supporting inVol within. the.
..

._ ,.-...
..'!0,classioom.,-

::-
.

,-,
.

*Makiig/Sentte of Our Lives,: The Fury Within; Us? (SIM._
1

6 '7 . .

Pthetrig;,. a Wombat film -(this film deals, with -how a:. ,

.-'young.tapy eventually disSolyeshis,urge for reirenge)
, .

' ""
.Making' Sense 'of Our Lives, ReVenge (S1O12) .

r

,, 4'

0.



Adaptations: If.time allows, the students may want tq il:cuss further
during the situation activity the goals'an the beliefs, 1
reactions, and better respOnsep. Be certain that slower
students understand the vocabulary.

4100,...

'----H-Evaluationia Ifetbally wAthiii the. dincUesion.:,
' HomewotiOnsignment.



THE GOALS OF MISBEHAVIOR

_.

,

Wrong Belief

,

Y

. '

Others' Reactions ,'

,
Better Ways to Respond.

V

Atteition

4
, .

.

.

.4
I

I belong onl ,when I' am They feel irritated'or

annoy d., They want to

resin , coax, I do -

things for attention-

getteT,
,

I'

l

Ignore' Misbehavior.

Give' attention when acting nicely

and not whekthey misbehave.

Don't do,a lot df things for t at'

person Wheq)le'p misbehaving.

,

,

lila noticed, or,vh

someone is doing s

.thingEfor.mi, :

..

. i.

1

.

'PoWer,

. ,

,

I belong 2211 when Ili.

the boss, or when I am

proving no one can,boss,

mel

l''
,

.,,r,

,... 4,

They feel angry, pushed

'around,' as if their
'.

authority is threatened;,

; They want to either fight:'

or give in, :

('

Withdraw froi theiconflict (walk

away).'
-,..

Fighting or giving in only makes '

the person want more payir,

Let person help you when he 'isn't

miibehaving, .

)

1 )

4; 0

4
1Gettiiii Even

(Revenge) .,,' t ,

\)k.'

0

;:belong 2.11/ by huFting

'":athets as I feel hurt.'

'I:cannot be loved,

,

i ,

,, :
,

4 'F44.

. ,

ley feel deeply hurt,

They want tdoretaliate

ant even. '

R

,

Don't feel hurt '(at least don't

. 'show ite) ',

Don't try ,to retaliate,or gt

even, . .

Let that person know that you

like .him

0 $

.

)

'N 1

,...4,i

,t,',,', Giving 11p:

..k ,,

,,, '
, . 0
,

1.

.

0 ,
. , . .

. ,

I lielOng.ailLbY Con-

vincing others nott,o

expect anything from

.me. ?want, people to

give up on me,i I am

unablei' I am-heliiless.', 1.

i

..

=114

....o,

.1?,,.'',1.,desPe4r and,

' hOpe, :.nias. The agree
,

that o hirigtan b ne,

and then give up.

,'...4.
)

. Y'..

tr,'

4A ,.

1 w
Don '.t criticise, 'Incourage any

'positive. attempt,, no matter how

small. Fotus on that person's

g'R'd points.. Don't.pity And'.

don't give up on that lierson

:,

(4

,
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Four Goals of Positive Behavior

. Seminar II .UNDERSTANDING"BEHAVIOR
,r Group Meeting 5

.
'Goal: B. Individuals will develop effective interper4onal skills through

'learning the-6els of behavior;

Developmental ()fleck' B.2:3. Individuals will demonstrate recognition4, r
I

4
s . of the four goals of positive behavior.

Objectives:Objectives:

;`?

%- Materials and Resources:

Procedure:

a. Wring interaction with others, individuals
are'able to acknowledge'another's positive
behavior and.the°belief adistciati,d with it.
During interaction with others, individua
are able to acknowledip their own goals o
.positivd behavior and the beliefs associate
'with them:

c. ladiyiduals are able to pred'ct hpw they or
oTtits will reisi to'positive behavior.

d. Individials-are able.to 'encourage positive*,
behgvfor in others:

1) copies of the Goals of Positive Behavior
chart for each member (found at th& end
of this plan) 0

2) a_ situation sheet "for the leader to read
frOm:.(found at thten4 of rhe.pianl,

3) extra capies?bf the.GOals diA4b0favior
otArr

$

.

Leadefr Be' certain to encO age the members to itae
the communications skills-lea ed id:Seminar I during- _
ANY diacussion>Or invrpersbna interaction. ).o.

e
me

. .
.

1. Review with the mbe : theAfouf goall of misbehayior
as .Pr tented their charts. Haire extra charts ail-'ablel lhose"studen.swho forgot to bring their'

2w*DiOdupW eir homework assignmentp. Request:thqt .they
4 qdo'notAape mes, but rather-dqui.opi'rheAhlvi9F,

,..-,

'4,1. .1 .;be goal, and o 'oil. Try, to 14a4CIhem\into;emphasizing
. A how, .64y :fOtild etter respond to vEh4t. PeT .



to
A

3., Introduce the four goals of, oaitive behavior.) Explain.
that 'many Oople do get.thei nd of feedback they need

.to feelthat they.can beloneAnd be impprtant by acting
in a manner that is helpfUI for themse*es and for others.
We can understand_ their

behavior-AIW-by-lookingat'the.-:
consequences - at what it gets them.. lb

ii

... S.

to each member of the group. Mice sure they Understand

Discuss each goal area, the description of actions, the

Distribute'a chart of the Four Goals of. PoSitive Behavior .'.

1;elief,-61e'reactions of others, aficrways to encouragek

out the discussion. Be sure ,the vocabulary is clear to

Encourage themebbers to commentand/or question,through7

the group members.

the meaning of positive.
_ .

4.

Explain to the students that the group will do'an activity
similar to thokone done at the previous-meeting. As

-leader, _you will'ead a situation tothem. The situation,
'however, will be unresolved. They will decide how the
'situation would be resolved if'the.characterfas operatingwith oie Of the goals of positive behavior.

... 7. Present the first situation as an eXample. Guide the
students in small,'detailed steps, toward resolving the'Situation. Support them extensiVely so they will under-
stand what is' expected of them. -'

1"regent the remaining situations, allowing the'members
to,reach a consensus' tow the situation might be resolved.

-,9.. Followingthis'activity, encourage the members.to verbally
evaluatethis,sebsion: what did they learn, ho did they.,feel about it, can they apply it iath'eli,-daily Ives- -how, etc.

. .

4.
:

. .

....10. 'Arerbally present the members 'with a homework assignment:
f..they,:are ta-watch.for.tliose people who'fxequently behave
ftoccording to the goals of.positive'behavior. .'They are
to concentrate or what they think that person believes-,
About himself:and how they can encourage that behavior.
They are to bling.both caarts and report their discoveries---at the next meeting.:

i .

Adaptations:

Evaluations:'

. .. .
,

4
4AAkleptations in vocabulary may be'made for.sowlOtUdent. .-

Verbally.within
11

e discussion. f

Homework assign nt. 4

I
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%

1HE GOAL 1 srtp/ BEIAVI
.d

94 :!
.., . i

,,,I , 4 ,4 '''' 4. '' T'
n

9

Goal Rov They Act What They

Believe

\\Niti

React

them

, . ,

, ,
)

HOW Can Encourage .

a

...,i2 _.,

tow Othe

to

.

Attention

Involvement

Contribution

Helps Volun-

tearer ' .0
,,,

1

I belong by con-

tributing. 4.40

St

Feel-go od,t,.rds ,tliel

4dvaiiettept16A.'

nl.t
i 1 ,4' t1,1

# %, 0
,

Let him know that his

contribution counts and

that you appreciate it.

(Attention and Appxecia-

Lion) , .

Power ,

Independenci

Responsibility

for own behav-

lor

Shows self-

discipline.

Does own work.

Has good ideas

,

Fun decide and be

responsible for my

behaviok

/

Give more responsibility.

TrUst.

,.,)

EnFourage him to make up

h'S own rind,

Let hike Ihexperire .

.; A

comes' (god' Ind bad)

of his decisions..
,

Express confidence in him.

ce '

Fairn ss

Returns kind-

ness idt hurt.
,./

Ignores be-

littlini com-

ients,

I am interested in

cooperating,
.

Enjoy wdrking

Try to cooperate

t /

,

with them.

also.

N.
,

Let,him know you iiki.,the

way he tries to cooperate,

(
-,-

1 , it0
,

1

Withdp awal

,frIn Conflict

;Refusal to

Fight

AcceOsace of

Other's'

Opinions

Ignores being

provoked,

Withdraws from

poker st:ruggl

to decyle h

h
e wild ract.

c decide to

wit drall'from.

co ct.

8 ,

. , .

,

,

Respect.

Openeis ,in expressing 1,

opinions.

A

.t him know you like the

way' he is acting' and th,

decisions* makes.

.

.

. ,

4

*''..Those peracals *Ate trying. to hurt belittle, tr. create conflict will IrobABlY increase' their attempts
o gnfeactiOnHowever, if they unot4et that reaction, they will soon Stop.ttying'altogether.

I

c.

A
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UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOR

/
Individuals will develop effective interpersonal skills through

, learning the goals of beh'avior,.. -

.., .

Group Meeting,6

Developmental 'Objective:

Performance Objectives:
o

Developmental. Objective:

Performan. Objectives:

.,

B.1.3. individuals wil monstrate)ife
.

ecognition
- of 'the four goa of misbehavl :

.
a. During iikteractions in a psycholog c-al, .ed-

ucationonp, individuals ,are a e to
acknowledge another's goal of mi behavior
and, the mistaken bel4ef.ass iat d with it.

b.. During interaction in a ps ol.o cal ed-
ucation .grouT) I individpals tare a to
'acknowledge their 'o --" goals of , isbehavior
and the' Mistaken-beliefs asso61. ted- with them.

c. Individuals are able to resist eacting as
expected to * other's misbehavi and respondi
in a, productive manner..

B.2.3. Individuals will demonstrate .recognition
of "-dr four goals of positive behavior.

During:interaCtion with qthers, individuals
areablle toLkt.nowledge another's POgirtive\
behavior and the aeieciatet with it 1-

". *ail& intlxvtion with others, individuals -..
are able to,acknOwledge Alas of..
poilf,ti/te behavior' and the beliefs associated

.(iftti. them: te
,Individualsiare able to predict hOW they
others 'will. -react to positive behavior.
Individuals are, able to enCOurags, positive
behavior in others.

Materials and Resources: 1)- extra copies. Of die Gbals of Visbehavior chart .

a

. I

.1'

2)- eictra copies of the Goal,,s.ok PositiVe Behavior
chaft

3) My Behavior Ratirig §heet.;. for eich
inent er:

-514* ,4.
o-1



4.

Procedure:

:

a.

.1.

...Lessler: "Be certain o encourage 'tile memb s to use
the comratinications kills learned' in Seminar I dUiiin

discussion or- nterpersonal interact An.,

.

-77 '1.. 'ReyieW briefly the !Goalg Of Pos five. Behavi'br clittrtwith the students. Distribute xtittocopies of the
chart-it° .,those students who forgot to hring theirs.
Discuss What they experienced and learned., from the,
homework assignmecnt. Encourar diem 't,Irdescribe
specific behaviori Cidthout -naming hamet%) and their 44

, ideas as t? goal, belief, etc. . ). 1'
. %Have the students also bring out their chart of the

Goalp:of.llisbehavier. SUpply extra ones to thO1.4.. Alf',forgot to bring theirs. - ..'1 4. to the members that up Until how they have
onceritratng on understanding why others act

they Now it:is tine to change:theml'oCus
an o start tooking. at uhderstanding. why we :act

I

the way we 'do.

tizti .z
'

5., Einphasise that eaih ,member is to concentrate only' on
;-him/herself. during this atiVity--not any. otter

group member. s .s-
Pant out that all iitiidente use the" four goals
mi.shahavior VCcesionslly it is only when they are.useemost of the time that it. becomes -very harmful,
to; self and. Othjdrs. 's,
Begin the activity -by, stating, that' tiled first- thing

.that needs to be done is to take a close look atour own behaviors. ,Distribute: the * 8ehavior Rating
Sheet to each member, explain the dlr. ectionki, answer
any questions; and allow them to tComplete the rating
forms. Tell them they (will haVe grounce 10 .fo,minutes to finish. En .6aurage 4tnilents to refer.
to their 'charts # ?doh.

.es group Feinberg have finished their individual:.

16.

* ,raw them 'together await and dlscuss the kfund` aexittle bot of their .:rating sheets'. The ,reader will have to be very 'sensitive at' this point.,
And not puih th :AiiiAilibileiam. -is toward any great, anxiety.

I.
, .

..,
:7C

.. 8. :At, the close o cpssion encourage theestudenti :.
. 4t, to va

. t ...-

ate th, sion: was it hard to e ook closely
.

t..
.

a .

A



;Si. yOrself 7 wlixrithat .ctia7:yoU. learn, do yqh;think itwill be uetTill in your: daffy life 'how does thiS make
;.''_.. you feel,. etc. .. *- 4 . , :.... -,70,... 4,. d .....-..,6 ti.

1* 6: Z? ; 9. Col ec t.,-.trhe Rating Ithieta ancl.plaq VI"; in..stat onfiden-
.: ial.f,ile.,,..-Ahey. Wiilbe returned. to;::the 'meters °at

the -Nteiy' last 'meeting:tali method of looking at prbgress . .
1

M'aptastions.. Slowartatudent a: may requtre: more-'structured assistance

Evialuationsi Verbs 1 ;within the group.
,,

rating sheets. .
''t

,

I

11,""

N.

P.4..
a.,

AL:$?`. 4.

a

-
411'

1 15 ."

; .
4.

%.
:

.;;"
1

: 7 :
:

'..dip
.

st 7,.f.



Seminar.II

MY, BEHAVIOR RATING SHEET

Name Date

Group Meeting .6

r .

i

'NN
. .

This paper ispersonal .-Aust for you, -Please do not bother the person
neit.to,you: :WhenYou are finished, read. the discussion. questionabelow.

0 Yotu talk.about.them later. After readinithe:qUeations, turn over'
your: paper,

Put,an.X on-the r.$ating scaleslike thiS ,example:

'I like candy. .

.. No 1-- Some Imes ' test

N 'Now put the X on the 'rating scales where you think they should be.
.

.Am I only 4appywhenaomeone is noticing or doing things for me?

Io

Do I misbehave by trying to get attention
.

Sometimes. Yes

r

o bt of timesho s;( Snme_iidea' A l /.

Do.I feel like I always ,have to. be the boss?-

,

I

. Somellies 1ho

Do I misbehave by trying to get power over other people?

u 1;*- Same Imes.

Do I feel hurt:inside a lot?

Some

A itt of ties

lbt of

0

Do I try to get even (revenge) with others, because they-or someone else
has ;: hurt me?

No

-88-,

Sometimes,

. I ,

A 1LE of times



j.

Group Meeting 6

Do I want everyone to stop.botherinwme and just letme alone?,

,

Am I using. the Giving.Up'Goaf in the way I act?
. .

ot
Often

Sometimes

Sometimes

,A lLt ofines

.0fAn

Do I,try to get attftion by helping and being involired others?..

o

:4Do I make most of:mY wn decisions
decide for me),.,;

KA-
I...,

ho

Do I aceet .the':responsibility for

SoMie imes

(instead of

Of tLn

. `N

letting others alWays

I

Sometimes 1

the way I act?

No 1 $0nelimes
.

Do I 4gnore hurting...commentS

.

I.withdraw_from conflict 'SD can decide .hoW I really want
.

Yes

Yes' .

and try to return kindness instead of. ht?'11/4

Sometimes- Most f the time

0 Sometimes .

1 DiedUasiOn Questions to

olwant'attention? What are

fa' to feel. angry? What. can. I.Je

durseltieb.; or others ?

it, ók ltO! hurt someone if he/she has
to get-rid-of those hurt feelings?

Is it 9k

to act?

4

Mos['of the time

alk Aboutlith Your Group

some helpful ways:tcy,get attention?'

d 'with out anger so we won't hurt

'When fs ti--ok to give "up on soiething?
w10 discouragement?

_ 7-

St

789-,

hurt you? What
e

are some ok

What are some good ways of dealing



I Like-YOU the Way You Are

SeminarT WNDERSTAibING BEHAVIOR . Group Meeting 7

Goal: B. Individuals will develop effective interpersonal skills
through learning the goals 'of behavior.

Developmental Objective: B.3.3. Individuals will demonstrate the 4ses
of encouragement in egective'inter-
personal interactions.

- Eerformance_Ohjective:- Individuals are, able to spontaneously encourage
others. '

b. IndividualsAr6 able toacknoWledgeencouragement
from others.

.-
16gal-sized envelopes'(one'for eachA3rou0
member)

2) homeWork assignment sheets
3 the Can (from the Can-Game used in:Seminar

II Meeting 1) ' ,

4) .Situation slips. to, cut, fold, and place in
.the:Can tsee examples following this plan)

.

Chalkboard and dhAlk or newsprint and.lelt7.
tip ma5ker,

\,' :.
. ;

Materials and Resources: 1)
k.7,

s

'Erode,: lure: ora

Leader: Be certain to enconrage-the members to use .

the.. ommunicatiods skills 'earl:lei:Lin Seminar I durin
Aptdiscussion or inierperional interaction..

.

/

I. Ar et every member. as he' /she eomes io'the,meeting with
a dliscouraging remark and no smile.. (i.e. t's about
time you got her, -Don' ,,t slouch - sit up!, I.,ow you
Can.do better than that!, Why don!.tyoll try,hardii!,
-414, so on.)

2. -Begin the meeting having the- students examine how
they felt*when you-made auch ematks. Emphasizetfiat
discouragement (write the. wor'd on -the chalkboard or
newsprint) never makes a person -feel%Rod.about him
s0f. State that today's meeting will be about the,

^.



a

t ,

, le ,

OPPOSite-of diseouriagement; and that- is`- encouragement.
:(Write the..word:ori .the ,chalkboard or newsprint and draw'
a box around41.-t). .

3.. Guide. the members creating a definition for encourage-
ment. Intlude, such point's -as" helping another person, to ,
feel. good about him/herself,, looking, at the.. good in.'
another person rather. than just the bad, and
to build self,confidenc,e in 'Someone else.

.

4. In your discuasidn with-, the members ,about. encout,agetheirt,
-,

, ...be sure to focus on theSe, specif ic thoughts -'

--People. cannot iinprove unless` they..feel. good enough
about 'themselves to bitliev.e they can' improV.e.. ,

people; feel gOod about themselViar theY are:mores'
to reach out and haVe a' genuide intere#t. n

.otherS.

= -Many times in our worlds people *ant to keel. important
so-much that they do,it by putting down the other .guy

... that is cuscourageinent. Encourageineni, though,. meana
that.*e area equals- and that we-can like each 'other:
for., who we leeaily are.

3/4. - '4. .t

-7.-thcouragelent. is 6catthing'. I erif you usecouragement
' often with another 'person, then that person

. will. tend
rtO use it also with others.-

1

. Introduce the Can Game Activity by- telling- the students
that:there are several spealicifways thek can encourage
others . The group can -learnabOut those ways by playing
another version of the Can, Game. Refresh their memories,
concerning the rules. of the game (Seminar Meeting 1?.
Prodedure' :

. Allow the students.tO play the gale until each slip of \N
paper. has beeii used.. As. each member reads a new :way
they can encourage others, write thati'way on the chalk-

, board ,or newsprint (there are 'S total:of 0.ways, so'
leave enough room on:_the chalktoard'-or newiprInt.) Keep
them posted, throughput the' next-meeting.

41. Whew the game ends, encourage the students to summarize.
what they feiti. they learned . during die: meeting and if .

(aid how). theY,migh-t:plan to use ,it_i.n,their daily lives.
8. Hold up 'the legal7siz*e envelopes. (one envelope per member)

and state that they are.going to have a -top-sedret home7
ork assignment. Before handl:1g out the envelopes;

explain the assignment as -follows: I
The assignment is about "Words of Encouragement.' Each

- ,envelope contains a sheet .of paper with two different



.0 N.

. .. --exaMplet:-U wards Of 'encourageient. . They Y.ar to think
u.p.a short, iituaeion (Where;thoae words of e Ouragement .

can be used),.tcr rbleplay (act out), with-any.oeher.ineMbers
1 '' of "their choice.t ,The students 4o not..,need:to write down

the rolephlying-Sit4atiOn;. they mayijusriot notes on
the sheetand then explain itfo:the group in tbeir own

-.. .words at; the next meeting.-
.

.

.
,

..,

..,

It -mipt_OprOVeneficial.to:provide
.

a'short example -
for'the;studente at.this point, :Answer any-4luestions
the students :Might have,

7

2

9. Distribute the envelopelp.. Instruct the students to keep
.--' '

their ideas secret 646,1 the-neatmeeting. As a-membest.

of-the group the leader,- should also-take an assignment
en!Velope. '.. .-1 . .

Be sure the students know what role plying is ankcheck
to seeYif they hale had'exPerience.doing it is
nay to them; they tOgy nged detailed:explanations and
examples.

,Evalulations: Within the discusion.

I d.



tr

Group Meeting.7

.

1

Show that.ydu think the other

- ..4
"!.4. .

.11elpin someone to'learn how. to'
person'ia important'. ;do som hing is a.kind of en-

Tell someone in the group. that .

you think 'he/shejs'Ah impor-
pint part of the -group and why.

.

. ...
...

,
. .

,

°courag en t..t.
..

lots of times a person. tries td
learn something new.all at oboe -
.,that can be discourAginghecause
'new things are hard. It can be
encouraging to help someone leain,
aSmall step at:a time.

NAMA'something new that you had
to,learn-a small step.at a 'time.

,

'''.\
,

.

.

Show the other person that you

.

Lookfor,the good points in a ,

have faith in hini/het.
. .

perdori and-campiient them about
,.

good points

thing you think they:
-'

.

1

Having faith in someone means-
that your expect them to be able
.to:do something - and yod en-'
courage them to keep trying.

eHow has osomone encoUragd,yu,
O

by-showing they had'faith in
-/

yOu? : -
.:.

.

-C -those

Gomplimeot'Anothergr9Up:MeMber
Aboutorie
'do well.

1

}lp someone elqie to have self.- If a person'
..

.

is4eintereste
!

in what
'confidence (believing that they 'the two oryou:aie doing, then'
:can do.or chAnge something).

,Say.something eriLuraging to
another giOup member that will
.he10 them feel good about `Heir
'.abilitytO do something,

/
,

he/she-mill reepond'to encourage-
mentmo4., ,'

Mhat'ffis skethipg.you are iriter-
-eated iniiibut You need imprOVe
ment:and'ericouragement in?

,-* ''' ^_

-

.



f
Group leetpig: 7

Recognize-when someone else.
'4* ..

4

When sncouraging'someone, you mist
dopeVA job well. . '. nyt expect them to be perfect ant

Tell abOut a time when someone
'made you feel. good When-they
recognized:a job you had done
well. ,; ' '.

.

.--s-

.

. ,

nt them to do more than tlaeyl. '
teall can..y
Have. you ever felt that someone.,

expected to much from you or
lwinted you"to be perfeo? When?
How did ma yvu feel? .

. t
-

.

.
.

.. .* ...

iEncoiiagekent isoafthing -'let

. , e

EficourageMent an be shown in .

.others help youAii making some- actions. as we 1 as words.
one feel good.abOutliim or.her-

. 4 ,

, -. . ..

How has-this: group Worketo-
gether to:encourage each-other?

...%
--..-....

'

. 44T
1L

,

..
. .

What are'somedifferent ways of .1-

showing encouragement through a
oUractiorisl_p.:

.

,

.

Name at:least 3
-.. .

-. ,ii,

.
-:

...-- ,

1

' .

V

e,. .

-94-
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Wdrds of Encouragement

Berliner II UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOR. Group Meeting 8

Goal.: B.- lrettvid,usls will4evelop effective interpersonal skills .through
1 ning the goals of behavior,

evelopmenial Object iVe: B.3.3.- Individuals will demonstrate the uses
of encouragement,in effective inter-,

I

tr .
personal:ifteractions.k v.

1

Performince'Objective4C Individuals are able to 'spontaneously en-
courage ethers.

b.. IndiVidatis are able to acknowledge On ourag
ment froth others.

Materials and Resources: 1> additional homework assignment sheets
2) chalkboard and chalk or newsprint and felt-;

A marker

Procedure:

.'
Leader: Be certain to encourage, the members touse
the communications skills learned in Seminai.I during
ANY d,iscussion or interpersonal'interacaon..

...

/. .

ReView thehom worX assignment with the members: Have
e4tre copies of additional Wore of EncoUragement-sheets,

Is

on hand for.thOse.whO forgot, to bring theirs.% Also have
extra role-playing idea's' available for students who can-
not adjust to this much Creativity.

0
2. Ask the members if it would be ok if You (the leader)

did yours-first. That way those students who needed
more time to think about a role-playing situation would
haVeAt. .

3. Write the -.WOrda.of Encouragement--.senteSaes'on the.bojrd.
PUt a checkMark beside each'sentencreeit is "role-played.",

...ChoUsethe nimber of .players you wi need for the role-',
playing.sitTetion. Explain to them what is going to happen
andwhetorolti went them to do.

5. Act'out the situation. 4
6. Discuss what happened with the group.

-1.01
795-

-p



X 4 I_7, _Chooss.the_neR oef_memr:bs stage his/her role- playing ..

..-. 'situation. .

s
. .

8. Continue bhe procesa until 'each member hag had.an.
t.

opportunity to direct a role-pla3v,
9.. There are 10 sentences of Words of EnCouragemenf, so

fhere will'be some which, were not role-played, Discuss ,

those remaining' sentences with the group members, empha-
. sizinghoW.fhese could apply in their daily/sifusfions. !

10: Encourage the students to verbally evaluate this sessions
topic and activities. Discuss fheir'feelings, their.
experiences,. and how they hope to use what they learned.

'

Adaptations': The. role-Playing may bemade simpler / students
-or more infricafejor faster students.

Evaluations: Verbally within the discuesion. /
.)

V

.;u

1.



d
.

Words orgIncouragement .Homework

':DiteCtions: The f011oWing sentences 'are fOr the WOrds of FnCouragement
homework' assignMent. Type one sentence at the tilP of a.,6 X-Wblnnk
sheet of paper. Fold the paper and sip it Inside ofn:legal4izeC

Place the :studel;lt 's name on the outside :of:: the envelop
Each group member should receive n.difteretA sentedCer. Since -there
are more sentences, than members.,.:this will allow thehleadet Oe::.oppok-
turiity to match the sentences tg:'the: student's abiliti.,And/Otcteativity,

"You do a good job of

"You are really getting better...4B

:3. . "We like' you, but t like' what. you're doing.

4 "You can help up
,

.1111

5. "Lees try it tOgether:"

6-.77TS0 OU.'made a ioidtske.
.from this one?"

Make mistakes too. Ohat did you learn

"You would like us to:_think y.0 can't db..it, .but we think-you can."
(RememberAath whdt. 1.4 expect liroM a person mupt metal. what` he really.

,dafido.) /

"Keep trying. I'Donl.t give up"."

knOw you can do this yourself,, but if you heed any come
and get me.", .

10: "I can Understand .hOw you:feel,. but I know you'll be able' to handle

-97-
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'EVALUATION .OF GOALS OF BEHAVIOR

ToireceionS:'- Read eadv;itembelow. Make an X in the Yes box if you
can do Whatlt.says. Make an X in.the NO boX if, ou
cannot db what it says.'.

'

catv,eh'OW love 'to'otherPeePle.

can accept lovely:6 other people.e '

. I can show,others that I want to

I arx show others tha I want to be
imipureant to them.

'I can iihowr others that I-feel.good.abeiit
myself.

"*'.

:6. I can treat Othere._With respect,

4

In:agroup,ICen do what is best for
members.

can make decisions.

In allow others to make decisions.

10.. I caw show that I expect to be treated
as an/equalio.by others.

01. I can show that I expect to be treated
with respect by others.



12. can treat others as equals.
4

V

13. I can treat others with. respect.

I can understand why people act the' w4
.

they do'by the way others act toward them.

15. In our group, I can name a person's goal
of-behavior and the' belief that gods4with it

Group Meeting 846

I can name my own goal-of;behaviorand
name the belief that goes'with it';.

17. "can keep *self from reacilk& o someone's
. fmitbehaVio as they expeCf:.Me to

. 18. I can react to:aomeones misbehavior in a
way that will'nottncOUtage that misbehavior.

j':.cancpredict .how people will react to
'positive behavior.

.. _
.

20.. I can encourage positive behavior-in othert..

21. I can say something nice t.otOiMeone who
encouragea me..1--



NG BEHAVI0g

Gro Meeting Plans

Six Meetings

7).1.idlts

6
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What You Do Counts

11100004. III. CHANGING BEHAVIOR

%

Group Meeting 1 144-S a"--

coal:- a. Indi iduals will develup basic skills in identifying ineffect-,
ive avlors to-replace them both in selves and others.

Developmental Objective: A.1.3. Individuals will_demonstrate ways to
identify ineffective behavior._

Performance Objective:, a. Individuals are able to pinpoint specific
ineffective behaviors that-others,perform.

b. Individu4s are able tip-count-the-number of
times another person performs a specific in-
effective behavior.

c. Individuals are able to create a baseline
chart, graphing the number of times another
person performs a specific ineffective be-
havior. e

d. Indiyiduals are able to pinpoint specific

ineffectivepbehayiors which they themselves
perform.r '

e.. Individuari are akle to.count the number of
times they perfollia specific ineffective
behavior.

f. Individuals are Able to create a baseline
chart, graphing the number of times their
on ineffective behavior occurs.

Developmental Objective: A.2.3-k, Individuals will demonstrate identif-
ication of effective behaviors to
replace ineffective ones.

)-1*
Performance Ohjective: a., Individuals. are able to pinpoint IIPE` c

ineffective behaviors. in others and them-,
,f. selves',

b. Individuals areable to specify' more
effecEive behaviors that are incompatable
with those ineffective behaviOrsin others
and themselves.

Materials and Resources: 1) story of Snowdrift and th Six Dwarfs
from Seminar Group Meeting 2.

A`

-101-
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T

thifUtlis

: 2) "Can" and adaptation of/n
fromtminar II; Group/M

3) homework sheet to be
.Ahis plan.

x
VA'

eds for Charades
ting 1

d at, the end of

Leaden' Be certain to encourage
commaicati3hp skills learned:J.
couragement,skills learned in
discussion sf interpersonal i

. A

Tell
.
the members that they Ir going to practice Playing

-
-attentiolr.te-ene- thing -a pers on- does -and ,cotmting -the- -

.. number of times the person ..- s.it.
'

o:

2. Assign -each member to,spe6 ically attend to one of the
dwarfs in the story of Sn drift and thc.Six Dwarfs; the
member is to be able to 11 what_the dWarfdid that was
interfering with its' of ectiveness and to tell how many
times the dwarf did th . .

3. Read the story` aloud.
4. Discuss briefly.
5. Have each group member name one thing they do that is-

not effective; assi each- member an observer (have
them volunteer or 'ave each member cheese his/her observer)

_ to count the number of times the membeidoes that in the
next five minutes. ....

.

6. This 'counting will go on during the playing of Charades
from .Seminar/II, Group MeetIcng 1.

7. At `,the end of five minutes* have each observer tell the,
member how many times the obser4ed behavior occurred.
Discuss more effective behaviors that could -not go on
at the same time as the ineffective behavior i.e. active
listenin cannot go on at the same time as gtggling'andk-
faing. e goal here. is to find a behavior thak,is more
effective and that interferes with the ineffectiUehavior.

. Pais out the homework sheets and explain them; be certain .-

the members understand what is expected of them.

members to use the
minor I and the en--
nar II during, ANY.

action:

Evaluations: Thig is built into the content of the meeting; if a member
is obviously having,difficulty counting the behaviors, plan
an individual remedial session with that'person.

-102:
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Group-'14eet ing 1_

,H9mework

DirectiOns Think of a person. you see often either. at SChool or at home
wht .46es somethIirg that seems to interfere with being 1A140 or -doing a
good job. sdte to select -a, behaVior you_:can> see 'because cvou will be
asked to Count how many times,dt. happens. Examples might .1,.? interrupt-
ing 'other, hitting, .faking faces; 'talking back, arguing, in. Lng people

being bossy, being bossed'by others, etc .

r r '

c
When; you have chosen a speisOn and a behavior,
when. you can watch them every day.; _tgai,:c9u14_
bUS t etc. If ybu Can' find more than.'one
very helpful .

- .

What Op.are leatning to do is .take a' b4seline of the pers n's one in-
ejf*tiVe behavior Remember, you can ,only deal' with one ehavior at

chobae a .tiirla of Le:day
be at , recess, mealtime,. -

time a day,. that would be,

a time:
. .

N.

Watch the person
.

during the times you hvg hosen for at least bk times.,
Mike s mark in the ben( for the observation ch i e your person does
the thing you are watching for. There As an exa 0! e done for you

,

Example:. Person being observed Jim . :Behavior: hitting

al

V

X

0The next :step is to make. a baseline chart like the one shown below. Simply
record the number of times ybui person did the behaVior you are'observing
or% the graph and connect the Iines. You have a pattern. of 'the person's
ineffeCtiVe behaVior.

. .

112
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Beklavicr

count. 5

4

Baseline Chart

1111111.1MI WNW
MINIM MI111111111

IIIMINImallM11111111111M1

021111111111111

Grqdio. Meeting i

7

1 2 43 4 5 6 7

Observation Npmbee

-.*

..

1

Nv

1'1

.

9 10
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Seminar IIT.

Observort .r

Counting Behavior

and'

-Making a Baseline Chart-
.

croup Meeting 1

Person beingi,observed:

%Behavior being observed:

Time or place of Qbservatioris:

OBSERVATIONS

VI

'16

1

VII

IV

BASELINE CART

9

8

7

Behavior 6

Count 5

4

3

2

1,,
3

Observation Number

c

-105- 11 4
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Seminar III CHANGING BEHAVIOR

Counting What

a
Group Meeting 2

Goal: B. IndiViduals .will' develop skill 3,61 identifying specific rer
inforcers fir selves and orhers.

Developmental Objective : B. 1 . 3. Individual will,, demonFi rtfirl. ways of
_Identifying spec, t re 1 ,, f-,,i , ers for

,

'others. , '
. - .

a. Tedividuals are- able to observe others as
.alhearn.s of identifying their reinfbrcers.

b:. di:(riduals are able to iriterti:ew. others ,

an a mans, of 2"identifying.thefr reiriforcers.
c. _Haying a list of 'vecific. reInforcers 'for

attether person, irldividuata, he able .to
divide the i'einforcerS' into two categories:

Performance Obj active:

Developmental

performance 0 jective: a. Individuals are able to ifilentify their own.
reinforjcers by.. writing down things they like,
things they do, and things they like othersL

_v. 4-- to do for the*
6. Individuals are able to, ask others"to observe

/them as a means of identifying- their own
reinforcerS.

Materials an d Resources: 1) 'homework sheets from ,Seminar III, Group
Meeting '11 (blanks) .

2) Pour Goals of Misbehavior Charts from
Seminar II, Group Meeting 4'

3) Interview FOrmat to be found at the end
of this. plan

k 4) Self-Reinforcer Identification Sheet to
be found at the end of this plan t

F) concrete reinfor
2) encouragement- reinforcers.

Objective: B.2.3, 'Individuals will demonstrate ways of
identifying specific re.inforcers 'for

\1/( 11 themselves.

2106-
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PrOcedureL'
.7

.

\teflert Be certain t)ie#courage the members to slse'

.

_the communications skills learned in Seminar I and
encouragement skill's: learned in Seminar II during,

ANT discussion of interp,onal interaction.
ill!

Digesos ..1.3*ignmeni the 10..t._ group

meetAft. tst-students Will not have finished the
assignment but.may haveAuestions. .

e2. Distribute' F Goal` of MiSbebaVior charts from
° 'Seminar II, Grou keethi 4: Review the Goals_Of

Misbehayior:asa ayofl akin.g.theocincepf of. reinforcer
mPanirgfn"1, back_to-tbebasic/heeds of

A

' Evaluations:

people from Semi r II, eeangs-1 and 2..
3. Ha' each group 12.er n me something, either an object

or an action by another-, -which help, him/her change
. a behavior, get a job done, try something new:etc.
Have eacillpersOn name a reinforcer for another group
member. ,

4. Ask Members.tO think of. ways of finding out what people
might.Work:fon! or .what might make rhem want to .do' some
thing difficult: Try to elicit the methods of4observation

' and interview (asking):
5. jJsing the interview format found at the end of this plan,

have stgdeitsprictice interviewing:each otherjor,rein-
forcers. -

Have each Student fill out a Self-Reinforcer Sheet.
Collect and save these.-

. Pass out'additional homework sheets from-Group Meeting 1'.
This _time, each student is to choose one of his/hei own
behadlors to observe and chart. Help those who have
trouble choosing.

. Remind members to finish the-it-obovatiuns-of.another
pert= and- toibring their completed baseline charts to
the next meeting.

.More time may be,needed'for slower students. More
pradtice may also be needed.

The homework and in -group assignments provide evaluation
.

information. ,Ee SurethestUdents are learn_wit the means
of behavior observation and charting very X11: Reteach
if necessary.

supervised-

'



Seminar III

F

trifterview Format

Group Meeting 2

Dit-tiou.p. i: sr.. pose of this interview is to, find out-what thihgs,
activities, and peoplq-cpn act as rewards for the person.beirig interviewed.

\.

Al. the following questionslof the perpn.being interviewed:
'

1. Ttll. me the two. things you ike to Jig, best

.-7-What-fiT2rihe-beller4vArd anyone can:.- give-you?

I-

it

Tell me something you real l want.

'4: What can happen to make you feel really terrific?

5. Tell me "what person you -really like to spend time with and what
you like to do with that person.

'117
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Seminar. III

lf-Reinforcer Identification.Sheet

Directions: The pprpse of this sheet isto help youlind,Ont what
things, activitieSipan&pOople are redITY0.mpo-r-Vntto-youtheY might
help ygu later in learninrsOme new way otacting Or of,getting
something you do that iS making trouble for you ingettkalong.

Read.each
sheet or
to an ne

,F
, -

item and. fill in the blank.' The group leader will keep thi'd
you''ancfWili keepAti>confidential,. that id,. will not:showit
else.

Your

'1.

2:-

4.

5.

.

7.

9.

Name

The best reward anyone can give me is

4

When I havemoney.I like to ° .
,I

SoMething I really,want te,
4

I feel terrific when

The weekend activity I like, to kdo most is

A person especiaily like.,to be with is
(

The thing I like to do most is
7

What. I like best at school is

My favorit, adult is

-109-
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One For Ail%11/1 All. For One
. ,

Semindr HANGING BEHAVIOR Group Meeting "3

.
al: C. andividuali will df,velop skill in writing behavior cliang.

. '

, ,

.

contracts with,grojips' with another individual, 'and for self.,
-.

...

Developmental Objective: Review A.1.3, A:2.3, B.1.3., and B. 3.

C.1.3. ,Individuals will 4emonstrate ways to
write behavior atange contracts with

.

- groups. -- .)

Pe4iOraknde.TeciV:'
personal behavior toYbe ckanged and WApite
Inpvidualsare able to identify a specifiC

-, .

. . .Y

I that, as part Of a behavior-change contract
.. .with a group.. ' le.

b. IndividUals are able to pinpoint a specific
group,reinforcer'ancrwrite that as pant of.
a behavior-change contract with a group. .

Individualg'are able to specify how they can
help others reach their goals and write -that
as part of a behavW change contract with

!---L-,
%a group.

4. Individuals are able to set specific frequency
limits and time limits and *rite tose as
parts of a behavior change contrgel with a
group.

.

e. Indivhduals are successfully carry
out 0* terms of the behavior change contract
4ritten.

.1

4

:

,...---

Materials and Resources: 1) `homework assignments from Seminar-III, Group
.

(
Meeting 1 'V

2) original contracts signed by members before
r.

thg beginning of G.P.E.

3) self-reinforcer sheets from the last meeting
4) group contract forms

Procedure:

Leader: Be certain to encourage the members.to use
the communications skills learned in,S7mirlar I and
the encouragement skills leanred 8h Seminar II during

_ ANY discussion of interpersonal iAtekaction:

-110-
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1. Collect and discuss thehomework'sheets that memberehave.
been-'.working on W.nce-the first meeting of the Seminar.

2. Arso discuss theSsel.fi-observation Bnd data collection;0
- members are probably.not finished but trouble-Lshooteat

this time.
3. Distribute the Original contrActs-signe&by members at

the beginning of Groups for psychologicd1 Educatifn.and
the Self-Reikforcer.Sheets filled'out by members 'at the,
Last meeting. \

A:is
-

Explain .that each persO to choose asWhayior to work
on Or/iO change IN THE GROUP. Such behaViors could-
elude active listening,-refraini4,from interrupting,
encouraging others, keeping eye contact, partietpating
in the group., Also, the group must dedide on a

-reinforcer, something t* all can .work toward. Pass,'

the Antract forms and e11ok,d4ecuseion%until_each
-person has chosen a behivior tpchenge and the group has
decided on a gioup reinforcer (it'might be well for-yOu
to have some suggestions such as game playing and access,
to the gym, eta.) 1f.the group wants you to do something,
yoid must beJudfuded in the contract ioo.

.5. .When behaviors have been. agreed upon and the reinforcer
hoseni students mu lt decidelon the number of timesxpet;
will be. allowid forrcompletion of that number of befieViors. '-

c.(Initially, it is suggested that e'Very reasonable number -

of of behavior perfOrhances (say five)-be,required in a period
of just a few'Minutes. Someone needs to keep time.)

f$. Group members should fill out their contract and a short
:practice session, including reward (don't forget to specify
.the time for.this too) may be conducted.

Leader: Be prepared to discuss ways members may
help each other meet their parts of the group contract.



Sample

GAP COMET ARM'
4pc

Ny

, agree to

/ ember
r

/ e

.

agree to

es in minutes,

tips in minutes.

agree to minutes,'

°
Member,

Member.

(:Ns

agree to times in .

.

411,

ikee to

Member

agree times in minutes.

L,

ti v s in minutes.

Member

We understand that whameach oks co;11 letes his/hd'aireement, helping others, complete theirs"

H

H

Li

1 4

is expecte8. 'We understand,that if eaci of us completes his/her contract within the time agreed

uppn, we may all

1.

agree to provide agioup reward which he grOUP will choose
46.4

Group Leader

when all have completed their contracts within the stated time. ura(tion gf the reward time

minutes.
44I

v



One On One

Seminar III CHANGING BEHAVIOR'

goal: . ndividualsw111evelop skill in writing behaviOr change
contracts with groups, with another individual, and for self.

t 1

'Group Meeting 4

,

.

Developmental Objectives C.2.3. Individuals will demonstrate'ways tm.
write behavior.change contracts pith
another individual.,

Perforniande;r0b_jectiVe: a.

,

a.

Individuals will 'determine whether they ,will
take on the roles Of contractees or contractors
in a behavior change contract witheanother
individual.

Individuals are able to identify a specific
behavipi to be changed and write that as part
of a behavior change contract with' another

c, yndiyiduillsoare able to identify specific
reinfoicersandwrite those as. parts of a
behavior change contract with\another individ-

.

Individuals are able to, set specUic frequency
limits and time limits and writeAggbae as
parts of a behavior change contract with
another individual.
Individuals are able to set periodic contract'
review sessions and write those as part of
a behavior 'change contract with another indivicl:
ual.6

f.. Individuals are able'to successEnIlycarry
out, either as contractees or contractors, the
terns' of the behavior,change contract written.

Materials and Resources: '1) agreed upon reward for group contract com-
pletion from last ;meeting

.

2) have the contracts handy in case someone
forgets tge limits of his/her agreement

3) timer.or someone to keep time.
4l ,Contract making Kit (at the end of this plan)



Pretedure

I.padett Be certain,to encourage the members to use
.the communications skills learned In Seminar I-and.

.

the encouragement skills learned in Seminar II,during
ANY discussion of interpersonal interaction.I

. Carry out the b ehavior change contract made with the
group at the last meeting. Thip should require no
more than 15 minutes..

Have each person decide whether to 'be a contractor or
contractee in writing a behavior change contract.
Pass out the Contract-making Kit to each pair of studen6.
Explain the contract making process steby Step and
assign the students"to prepare a onfract andcarry it
through in the next week to ten ,days. That is, the
contract they make needs to be a, short-term contract.

Adaptations: If group members show sufficient understanding of and
enthusiasm for the contracting idea, the leader may want
them to each enter into a contract as a contractor and
asilo contractee. _Slower students may need to meet in
pairs with the leader for guidance in sodstructing con-
tracts.

se

Evaluations: Einduatibn of the. material in. this leason will be in, the
successful completion of the Cotntractby both tontractor
and contractee. Ar



I

Seminar, III Group Meeting 4

Contract-Making X

..
.

, .
.

Needed. One contractor or person who agreesrto help another person make
a.contract to change

t

behaVior' or do something he /she wants to do;M

One,contractee or person who wants to take a contract to change.
behavior or,do something he/she wants to do.

Steps to follow:

1. Choo0e,a task; behavior, or activity that the contractee wants or
needs to do in order to he.more.effective or to get along better
etc. Be very, specific.

. ,

2. Choose,* reward. The $elfAteinforcer Identification Sheet or the
Interview Format from Seminar III., Group. Meeting 2, might be useful
in identifying-the reward for 'the contractee.

3. Write the tcontract using one of the' sample forms found in this 'Kit.

. Follow these rules if you want to succeed in contracting::

'Take time,eo, write the contract downthat way no-one.can claim
lack of understanding add it will help both contractor and con-
trattee remembewhat was agreed to:.

b. Be VERY SPECIFIC: Check here

Contracted Behavior agreect to?
. Who?

What?
When?
How well?
Are exceptions staied?

Reward agreed to?
Who?

,What?
When?
Row much-?

ReView date set?

t_

..)

-111-
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Seminar III Group Meeting 4

c..0 The contract shOuld be stated An.terms of If Joe doeetis,
he gets this.' NOT If Joe does not do this, hedoes not have
to stay id on Friday night.

. !

The reward should be fair and should be.given on time.

Both the contractor and the'contractee should only:Sign tbe
.contract IF they are certain they can deliver:what, iS'proise4.

. . .

f.. If the contract is not working, CHANGE IT!'



W

(Ilwe),

will

CONTRACT

(who)
, hereby declare that

J
(does what)

\ This job 'will ,be considered -successful.
..

(how. well)

(signed).

c Or the successful completion of the above job you may

(reward)

-,Dite Signed
,,,,

Review Date

- [
et
1.

.,,

PiDate CcnnPleted
o

127



CONTRACT

Wh

TASK

What:

rten:
flow Well:

REWARD

Who:-
!.. 4

What:

Whan:

.How Much:

re

Sign Here: pate:

Sign Here: 'Date;
.11

Review Date

TASK RECORD

e

,

12



- Seminar III .

.-

:Me, Myself and I

1 I

Group Meeting 5

Gbal: C., ,IndivAduals will develop'skill-In writing behavior .ehange
contracts Withjgroupsi-with another individual, and fbr self.

Developmental Objective: C ;3.3. Individuals will demonstrate ways to
write behavior change contracts:for.

. themselves.
.

c

:..Performance .Objective: . Individuals are-able to identify a specifict_
Avehavior to be changed snd'write that as part
of a behavior change contract for themselves.
Individuals are .able to identify specific

.

d ,.,j

reinforeer6 and write. those as! parts of a .

behavtoe.thange contract for-themselves.
.

Individuals are e to set specific frequency'. 1

limits and-;time-lisMWits.and'write those as
parts of a behavior Change contraet,forthem-
selves. N .:

,

.

k,

d. Individuals are able to set periodic contract .
4% :

_revieWsand write those as parts of a hehavior
change contract for themselves. 'ft

.e Individual's are able. to. succesdfully carry
out the terms of the behavior Chaligecontract
written forit emselyes.

4MSterials.and Resourceef '
agree upon re ira for group&ontraet'

. comple 'n from Meetigg :3
2) have th contracts handy in case someone

forgets the limits of his/her agreement
a, 3 timer or someone to keep. time

4) fOrms'for Self Contracting FOrm (found at
the end of. this plan) (

Procedure:

S

Leader:. Be certain to encouragesthe members to use the
communications skills learned in Seminar I and the,en-

)r-
couragement skills learned in Seminar II duffing ANY
discussion of interpersonal interaction. c

4r

-119-
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I. Carryout the behaVior change contract made withth6-'
'group at the lasemeeting. .

2: Discuss any problems.membersmay be having in malcing:
or keeping contratts-Made,Writh each other.ona one to
one basis. .. -

Discuss writing a contract with oneself. InClude tie
coMponents of contracting that are statedAn the per-

;-forManceobjectives aboVe. -.
.

. Tasa-out.theSelftContracting-Formsand-assist-students
in filling them out as they need help. This Self-
contractamat'be very short. range since it shout be
completed by .the next group meeting.

,

-120-
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Seminar III

e

Date

'Self:

. Sample,

Self Contract

Group Meeting 5

Other'.

My Goal ,b)

Self:,

T.

ti

, .

6.-Ad

AGREEMENT

1-js niA,41%ti/k-1

.

Others:

017-d-L.4-1
v . .

.
_ . .

,c4.4...4LAt..i.. 92_,),,i.,.&,..
,..4.4.2,ILL.Z.,e, .92.....6.4.. 41.. /;;,,ii:e.t- Ki.(10,67c ...i..,,,,Z,....6i...4,.. ...Ne:41;k,

. 4.-XCONSEQUIR10ES ,

Yy

t7

'llrovided,by Self; Z.-.7-it
(If this contract, is kipt.)

c2,4e_A ,

(If`this.Contract is broken.)

A-tg't-twed-Ira.u.44-t
7 "'CA-L.

Provided'bilithera:
/;'

(If this ContiaCtis kept.)iZ,04;,..);:z 77.;

SL/ /..24Atte.,

AU this anitraCtIs broken.) t;161.,-

,_%:0441;e1 e_ArAOCZELL,

Review Date: j_,}4.46. Signed

Witness

-121- 4
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Seminar III

Date.

t.

Self.Contract,

Self

Other

Self

My.Goal

Group Meeting 5,

AGREEMENT

Others:

is

CONSEQUENCES

Provided. by, Self :

(If this contract is kept.)

(if this contract is broken.),.

Provided by. Others: /

414,

,(If this contract is kept.)

(If thili contract itbroken4)

Review Rate:

Witness

13.2
A



eminar III 4 Group Meeting 6'

'Goal: *Final Evaluation.'

Materials and Resourcea:- 1) agtted upon 'reward for group contra
completion froth Meeting 3

. .
2) the group contract
3T timer or sbmeone to keep time .'

4)' Self Contracts from the last meeting
5) the 'evaluation farm for Seminar III

found at the end of this plan, two
. for each member

.

Procedure: 1.. :Pass .out the evaluation"form foi Seminar Have each
gioup member 'fill -it out on him/horsqlf-

2 : Have each group ,memer report on Self Contracts made at
,,the last meeting.

Pass out another evaluation form. Have the group rate
'each member on- each'item. 'Have the member, record t4e'
oncensus on his/her sheet. `

4. If time allows; carry out the group Contract..

Adaptations: You may want t6 limit they evaluation. to one form or the
other, self or 'Aviv.



A Seminar. III.

RATING. SCALE --TOR CHANGING BEHAVIOR

. .

Group Meeting 6

Directions: you are going to rate what you dR and hOy you act with other
people. Use the rating scale below. Write your rating
number for eachitem in the box to.ihe right of the item.

. .

Rating Scale

.Allays Often Sometimes Now and Then . Never
5 4 3 2 1

ITEM
I

1... I can name someone else's useless or ineffective. behavior.

- 2., I c/eh count the number of times someone acts that way.

- -.

make.aJtas

\
line chart'of the.behavior I counted'.

4. I can name one useless behavior RE my own.

°
5. I can count the number of times I do that useless.

behavior.

.I can make a baseline chart of my own useless behavior.

7. I can :name a
cannot do at
behaVior.

Useful behavior%that the. other. person
the same. time as. he /she'.does the useless

I can find out what a person will .work for or what is a
reward to him/her.by watching that person.

1 4
-124 -.
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.SeMiaar.III-.

I caw interview a person to find out what. .is. a
rewarI for that person.

.1CL. rtan label a reward as a .concrete reinforcer
as -an- encouragement

- 4

Ican name-Jat least_10.0tings that are rewards fdr
,

11.

12. I can name a specific dehavior I want to change.

I can ,help a gro .N .

decide on-egroup reward..

Group ;eeting 6

Jcan write ways In which I can help another person
..reach his /her goal of behaviorthange.

15.

..
.

I can include the number of times antiAttelteriod of
Oise 'Over which a behavioi change contract is ,tcx be-
written.

e

include a periodic contract review in a'behavior
chang&-Contract, I

17. 'I can tarry out a behavior, change,contract I have
entered into as evitractar or contractee.

18. I Can_write a behavior Change contract for myself.

*
. f can sticcessfUlly tarry Out a behavior change

,contract with myself.

Y'.
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LANGUAGE-COGNITIVE
ORGANIZERS

Language. Cognitive Qrganizers: These psychological education Seminars,

in order to ensure developmental soundness, have been organized using

the Taxdnomy of Educational Objectives edited by Benjamih Bloom and

using the work of Jean Piaget An cognitive development.

Briefly;' the Bloom Taxonomy'is organizedintO six heirarchical

fevels of cognitive (as opposed to affective or emotional) learning:

I. Knowledge

II. Comprehension,

III, Application

IV. Ahalysis

V'. Synthesis

VI. Evaluation

Ii

. Only the first three of these.are used in this level of the psychO-

logical educationnl program:

AA7
Awareness is the term used in the DevelopMental Objectives to

deirdlie theKnowiedge stage of learning. Such beha4iora/ terms as

define; desciibi, identify, know, list, and recognize are used in

the Competencies of the Developmental Objectives at the-Knowledge
Vstage. Knowledge as deft ned here includes those behaviors..

.:.) whisch.emphasizethe.remembering either by recognitioh or

c of ideas, material, or phenomena. Thebehavior'expected

'of the student in the recall situation is very similar to the

behavior he1was expected to have during the original learning

1'17
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1. De ine: . explain the n4ture of samethin .oil make the meaning

of something cleathrough statement or discussion.

2. ,Describe: tell in, words how a person looks,feels, oriacts;

or how. a place, a thing, or an event looks.
J

3. Identify: recognize as being a particular person or thing;

prove. to be .the same .as something else.

situation.` (...) The process of relating and judging is alsp

involved.to the extent that. the student is expected tcx answer.,

questions'otproblems which poited in a different farm in. the

evaluation 14tuation than in the original learning situation.

(Broom, 1956, O. 62).

. List: orally or in writing, relate a serie4 of names, numbers,

words or phrases.

'Understand is tht.term used in the Developmental Objectilies to .
,

denote the Comprehension stage of learning.. Sucq behavioral terms

as compare, contrast, explain, giVe examples; Illustrate, interpret,

and match are used N,n die`Performance Objectives of the Developmental

Objectives at the Comprehension. st

(Comprehension0 That is; when students are donfronted,with-A-

co.

communication, they are expected'to know what is being commun-

icated and to be able to make some use of the material or-ideas

contained in it. The communication may be in oral'or written

.form, as well as materials embodied on paper.

Js
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Although the.term comprehension has been frequently assoc-.

so

iated with reading, e.g., reading comprehension, the use to

which it is'being put here ib.a somewhat broader one, in that it

is related to a greater variety of communicatiL then. that en-

coMpassed by written verbal materials. (....), comprehension

(though) is not 'made synonymous with complete unde4standing or

elzen with the fullest grasp of a message. Mere we are using the

term.'!comprehension" to include tlfose objectives, behaviors, or

responses which' represent an understanding of the. literal
/,

__________--memaagefeontained in tk bommunication (Bloom, 1956, p. 89).

. Compare:

.Contrast:

3. Explain:

4. Give Examples:

5. Match:

Defin4io s

find out o point out how persons

alike and h w they .ireydifferent.

or things and

show differe ces when compared or put side by

Side.

make plain or c\lear: tell the meaning of;'iell

how to do; state the cause of; give reason for.

. make clearlthrough appropriate stories or cdm-
\

parisons.

find the equal. of or one exactly like another.

A.Demonstrate is the term used in the Developmental Objectives

to denote.the Application stage of learnirig:, Such behavioral terms

as identify, specify, and explain are used in the performance object-

1'i3
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Ives of the Developmental Objectives at the Application Level.

The Application level is defined as:

Given-a,problem nest' to the

appropriatefabstrattion without

which abstraction is correct or

1

student, he will: apply the

having to be prompted as to

Without having to be shown

r

-how to use n that situation. (BlooM, p. 120)

*
.To ensure the approptiateness of the material to be learned by

the children in he psychological education progFam,- the, work of Jean

1 _

Piaget was consulted: I

Piaget distinguishes four stages of intelligence: first

the sensorimotor period before the appearance of language;

second, from about two,to,seven years of age, the pre-Operational

period which precedes real operations; third, the period 4rot

seven to 12 years of age, a period of concrete operations; and

_finally, after 12: years.of age, the period of formal or "prop-

ositional" operhtions. (Madgil.and Madgil, 1976, P. 36)..

Thrsensorimotor stage is characteriied by progression' from a

starting point,of reflex motor activity to organized motor activity

that allows increasing mastery,of the environment. This stage is,

predicated mainly on actions, movements, and perceptions without words.

The pry-operational stage is characterized by symbolic activity.

The child develops the ability to symobllze and to use language.



r

Ldgic is.nof used,buN rather the child reacts to t e'way things appear..

During the first, part of this stage,, ages two to f ur years, the child

is'not yet -able. to form conceptsi The second. par df this stage is

characterized,by increased complexity of thought.

.

The stage'of concrete, .operations is charact rized by the ability

of the child to follow successive stages in thought througll detours

and reversals at a concrete) not yet abstract, level. Logic and

causality become important in thought'and allow the child to classify
; -

information. Actions are internalized and integrated to form

general systems.

The stage V formal operations is characterized by the develop-

ment pf formal abstract thought operations and reasoning not only on

the basis Of objects bUt alsoon the basis of hyl'othesis. o.

/' (The major source for thesedefinitions is Madgil and Madgil, 1976.)

,The psychological educatiOn program presented here is 'designed

to be. used with-childen aged nine to 12 years. These children are

mainly in the Piagetian stage of concrete operations sndt.by kaget's
,41

definition, would be capable 'of attaining knowledge,, comprehension,

.application, and some analysis of the material and skills presented

in'the three Seminars.
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Cultural Competence nd Behavioral dicators

The concept of cultural competence (Ivey, 77 ) is. central to

the noipion.of psychological education ab it isAeireloped'inth;s
.

Leader's Guide for, Psychological Education Groups. ,Aceording to Ivey,

the,person who ikable to relate:with self, others,and'aociety is

the individual who has "cultural'expertise".(Ivey, 1977, p:.297). His

Model provides away of measur4ng the effects'of psychological education
(;.

on.individuals as well as a .iixonOmy. of skills necessary to the culturally

competent person% An outline of the Ivey Taxonomy of the Effective

Individual follows:
.

1. Basic Skills-of a Culture.

4* X

These are necessary. for minimum operation:in a given culture,_

:and include such behaviors as eye Cohtact, body language,

voice tone: and speech,..rate.

2. Communication Skills.

The peraon who is fully active will be able to listen to

others and influence their behavior. He/she can also use

these skills, listbning and influence, on him/herself.

9ualitative Skills. i

4

The quality of the, use of the various. listening and influencing
It,

skills may be determined..

4. Focus._ Skills

FocUS refers to the subject of a sentence: Effective persons

.'may'use sueb subjects, as self, other, a topic, a group,.etc.,

in their communications.

The behavioral indicators of achievement of a minimal levelnf.

-134-
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functioning the areas of cultural Fe_defined below. The

definitions are loseiy related to the'level three responses of some

Of the. Scales or Assessment of Interpersonal Functioning foun

radix B. of Carkhuff, 1969.
.

P.

Empathy: Individuals are able to give back

Genuineness:

3. Respect:

4. Concreteness:

5. Self-Disclosure:

.6. Confrontation:

the meaning and emotion of another's
.

.message in their own words.

Indivi als are able to attend t

and re and appropriately to another's

message

Individuals are able to convey a

positiVe regard fotanother through

body posture, facial expression and

verbal coMmunication.

Individuals are able to encourage

another person.to speak in specific

terms about feelings and concerns. 00

Individuals are able to,add personal

information ofinteretit to another

in keeping with the topic at hand.,

In&ridualS are able to recognize

and question discrepancies in another's

message or behaviOt.
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7. .

Individuals are able to recognize

the current dynamics between them-

selves and another person.
J

S. N-Exploratioh: Individuals are able to introduce
4

_appropriate persagi;material that

Ty lead to new understanding of

. their feelings, their world, br

themselves.

9. Concrete course of action: Individuals*are able to write a
o

....behavior contract to either change

their own or,another's behavior.

1 Integration an&facilitation: Individuals are able to use all of

the behaviors through nine

above 'to

a) become personally productive

and creale, i.e. become

culturally competent and

to help others increase their

effectiveness as people.

'.144
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APPENDIX II

Goals and Objectives

Seminar I: Communication Tilhining
Seminar II: Understanding BehaVior
Seminar III:- Changing Behavior

o



SEMINAR. I: COMMUNItATION TRAINING.

Individualslwill develop basic cultural skills necessary to effective
communication.

.

,A;Knowledge 4 1.,-1 individuals -will be aware of appropriate physical
,behavior necessary to effective communication in

.

0* a group.
.

. .
,

Level.

Individuals are able to'define:physical behavior. *
JndiViduals are-able to recognize appropriate ,

voice levels in a classmomsand'on a playground.Ac Individuala are-able to.recogxrize appropriate
speech' rate in, a Ixoup."

Comprehension 1.2 Individuals will understand appropriate physical
behavior necessary to effective cOmmuniatiotrin
,a group. 1-- '4.

Level

Application 1.3
Level

Knowledge

a. Individuals. are able to .provide examples of
appropriate physical behavior in a group.

b. Individuals are able to interpret physical
behavior as appropriate or inappropriate in
an eXample.situation.

.Individuals millidemonstrat&appropriate ythysical
behavior necessary to effectiveecommunication in
a. group.

a.

b.

c.

.

Individuals, are-AbIde-apprOpriate yolk
1eVel'in a variety of:group situations..
Individuals are. able to usp appropriate speech
rate in :a variety of group situations.
Individuals are able to&useapPropriate physical
posture necessary for effective communication
in 0. group.

2.1 Individuals'vill be aware.of ways of attending and
responding in a group situation.-

a. Individuals are ableto name ways of attending
in a group situation.

,',.

b. Individuals, are *le toAnam$ ways of responding
in a giOuppituation. '.;'

146'
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Seiinai I

c.. Indiyiduals are able to recognize when they or
someone else is attending to a speaker in a
group4ituation.

d. Individuals are able to recognize' then someone
is maintaining eye contact with them.

e. Individuals are able to recognize when they are
maintaining eye contact with someone else.

f. Individuals'are able to recognize body posture,
that denotes attending.

Comprehension 2.2 Individuals will understand ways of attending and
Level responding in a group situation.

Application
Level"

fit

Knowledge
Level

a. Individuals are able'to provide examples of
ways, of aptending in a group situation;

b. Individu are,able to rovide examples of ways
t;

' of responding.in a gro situation.
c. Individuals are able to explain the meaning

of, eye coniact:in attending during a. group
situation. . .

,

d. Individuals.are able to provide examples of
phyEilcal attending and responding behavior

.......

in a group situation.

2.3. Individuals will demonstrate ways of Attending And,
psponding:in a gAup situation.

'a. Individuals are able to use eye contact when
.speaking to someone. and when.being-spoken to
in grodp:interactions.

b. Individualls are a o use Attending postures
while listeiling. during group interattions.
Individuals'ard able to use appropriate responses
during group interactions.

f

3.1 IndividUals will be aware of their own resp nse -

and contribution to; group interaction.

a. Individuals are able to define response..
b. IndividualS are able to define contribution..
c. Individuals are able to recognize Verbal or non-

verbal respons s,they give during group interactions.

-140-
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Seminar I

IndiViduals are able to recognize a verbal or
nonverbal contribution to group interaction.

Comprehension- 3.2 Individuals will understand their own responses and c
contributions to group interaction. ,.

Individuals are abte torprOide examples
own responses to a group situation.
Individuals are able to provide examples
own contributions to group interaction.

.

3.3 :Individuals are able to deMonstrate tesponding and..
contributing during grouVnteractions:

Level

Application
Level.

a.

b.

of thefir

of. their

fO.

a.

b.

Individuals are abielto respond appropriat4ly in
a variety of. group sitations.

-

twitc-tiduals:contriEhtepositively to groUp inter-'.

a.

actiona in a variety of group situations.

B.- Individuals will develop active listeninefkilIs neceasary to
effective interpersonal interaction's,

4/-- Knowledge
Level

.

ComprehensOn 1.2 :Individuals will understand that the can listen toLevel

1.1 Individuals will be aware that they can listen to
whatanother person is saying.

a. Individuals 'are able to define listen.
b. Individuali are able to' recognize the basic

content of what a they person is saying.
c. Individuals are ab to recognize when a person

has not correctly re ab4d-the cent_ of what
another person says.

)

7,

what another persodsis saying.

a. Individuals are able to interpr ttin th'elf own
words the basic content of what nother person
is-saying,

b. ndividuals are able to Proyide examples of
,

situations when a peaon does not correctly
repeat.tht con,tent'of what another,perSon says.

--
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Seminar I

Application 1. _Iridividuals will demonstrate that They can listen,
A

Level to what another persOn is saying.

a.t-In a variety.of situationgOndividuals are -. -:

able to repeat theobS-sic content. of what another
person is-saying. ' ..

In a variety'of situartlons, individuals. are able
to verbally indicate when a- person has not

i correctly repeated'tfiecontent of what another
personsays.and what was incorrect in the repi-
tition.

Knowledge 2.1 Individuals will be aware,that,a speaker may express
LeVel:

a. Individuals are able to identify the speaker in '
iriterpersonet-interactions..

b. Individuals are.able'togidentify whether.a.
speakqr is expressing, feelings of.being,happy:
or of 15eing.upset. i , .

c. Individuals are able to identify whether a
speaker is expressing feeff,ngs of happiness,
Sadness, anger, or fear.

d. Individuals are able to identifya variety of
words.that describe'the feelings a speaker may
be expressing.

Comprehension 2.2 ,Individuals will understand- that'a speaker may express
feeling's. ,Level

a. Individuals are able to interpret whether a
speaker ie.expressing feelings of being happy.

4:Or nf being upset.
b. jndRiidUals are able to inier62/et whether.a

'speaker is expressing feelings of happineC.
(sadnep, anger; or fear:

c.' IridiTiduals are able to provide examples of a
variety IT,words that describe the 'feelings'a
speaker may be expressing.,

Application 2:3 Individuals will demonstrate that they can listen
for, a. speaker's feelings.:Bevel

149
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Seminar I

Knowledge
Level

ti

a.

A

A. For a variety-of situations;; individuals are
able. to indicate 1) .wherher a'Speaker is eXJ-
pre ing feelings pf being happy. or being upset
and the reasons for their decisions.

b. For a iety of situation4 individuals are
able to, indicate 4) whether a speake is ex -.

:A3reSsing feelings of happiness,sadnps;.anger,
Pr fear and 2) the reasons for their decisions.

c. Individuals are ablei.to'present .T;Variety of
words, that describethe feeling speaker may
be expreasifig, . no

3.1 IndiViduals will7be aware that aspeaker'laay express.
I hiddeh.messages in a communicatiome./*

'a. Individuals are able to. define_, hidden messages.
b. Individuals are able to recogrtize when a speaker

is sending hidden messages.

Comprehension 3.2 Individuals will understand` that a opeakermay express
, .Level hidden messages in a communication.

, 1.
\---^

. . . . '' .. .

.. %ridividilalsiare,able to, 'explain'what is 'meant'
by hyten message4.

b, Individuals are .able to' provide'meSmples of ..

. situatidhs when speakers wer6-expressing'hidden
messages.

e

Application -3.3 Individual's will demonstrate that.they. can recognize
Level hidden messages in a speaker's communicati01..

4

In a variety of situation's, individuals are able
to indicate : when a speaker.is sending hidden
messages. -,

.

In.a.Variety of. situations, individuals ate.
able to state the hiddenmessage.a spe'aker is
sending.

C. Individuals will develop skills in effective verbal exres'siOng

Knowledge ' 1.4 Individuals will be aware of appropriate self-
Level - discloAng tech ique's in interpersonal interactions.

150
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Seminar X.

Individuals are able to defineself-disclosing.
. are able to recognize that identifi-

dation of their:feelings is preliminary to.Selfr.
disclosing techniques.

c. IndiViduala:are able to recognize verbal "self

diiClosing,techniques.
. Individuals art'able'to recogniZe nonverbal.

self- disclosing techniques.

e: Individuals are able to identify situations
wherOind,when it is aRpropriateAtodiaclose
their feelings. °/

,Comprehensibn 1.2 Individuals will understand apprOpriate self-diAclosing
level techniques in interpersOnaliinteractions.

IndiViduals are, able to explain why identification
'.of .their, feelings l.Preliminaryto self-disclosing.
'teChniqUei,
Individuals ,re Able to pioVide_examples .of :verbal"

self-diaClosing.teehniques
. Itiidividals are able to provide examples of::

nonverbaA'seIf-disclostng:techniquea; ;

,IndiVidOalalreable to provide exaMplea of sit
uations where and' When:it is appropriate to dis7

'cihse their feelings.

,Application 1.3 .IndiViduAls\will.be able to. demonstrate'aPpropriate
self-disclOsing techniques:An interpeitinal interactions.

- .

Individuals are able to identify their .own immediate
feelings: ,

b.

s
.

-'Individuals are.able t9 appropriately verbalize
their imiealite feelings in &Variety of inter7.
personal interactions.'
IndividuAli are abletoAndlcate.their imMediae
feelin appropriatelyin a onverbal manner in
'a varie interpersOnal interactions.-

a

1(hOWledge

Level

,.

2.1 Ihdividuals will be aware of appropriate techniques for
_reacting to another's communications and to their own ,,,

feelings and-- thoughts .in interpersonal interactions.
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a. IhdiY4luils are able to recogniZe that stating'
'the.feelinga of another in their own words to

. \ an appropriate reaction technique.
.

b. Individuald are able. to recognize' that communicat-
ing concern for another's feelings;-..statementa, and
uniqueness as a person throughintegiation of body .

posture and accurate verbal responseis an appropt
riate reaction technique.'

--. ':.

c. Individuals are able to recognize that helping
others-Ndiecusts their feelings in.toncreatways is' r4

an appropriat reaction tecbnique.° : 1p .* -.)N
IndiViduals ar' able to recognize ifiatthe volunteer-,
ing.of personal information canAie"%nappropri4te
reaction technique. - -:.. , ____ , _____

. .Individuals are able to tecialife that responding ,,

in a manner that.communicatefideratanding and
respedt is an apprOpriate reaction::technique..

Comprehension- 2.2 Individuals will undue stand appropriate techniques forLevel reactifigAo another'emmuniCtions andto their own
feelings and thoughts in Interpersonal interactions.

. IndiViduals are able to explain Why stating the
7:feelings of another. in their own words is an
appropriate reaction technique.

b, Individuals areable to explain why:Communicating
Concern foranother'sleelings, statements... and,,..

uniqueness as a personthrough integrations of
body posture and.acCurate.4erbal reaponse.i an
appropriate reactiontechnique. (1::.

c. In4A0iduals are'ableto explain why helping others.
discuss their feelingsin concrete Ways.ii'an

. appropriate reaction technique.
A; Individuals are able to lain why the'volunteet'-011

ing of..personalinfotmati can be an aPpropriate
reaction techfique,,

.

. . .

e. Individuals are able to explain why responding in
''a manner that communicates understanding and re-
spect' is an appropriate reaction technique.

.

.
,

. .. Application. .2.3 'In iViduals will demonstrate 'appropriate.techniqup-
,,:-for reacting'to another's communications and to thei

own feelings and thoughts.ininterpersonal interactio .

, . .

.

-Level
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Seminar I

Knowledge
Level

During a variety of
individuals are able
another iirtheir own

b. During variety of
individuals are able
another's feelings,
as a person-through
anikaccUrate verbal

c. During a'variety of
individuals-Are able
feelings in concrete
During a variety of
individuals are able
information.

e. Duringflayarietyof interpersonal interactions,
individuala are able to respond to a situation
and feeling in a manner that communicates Under-
standing andreapect.

3.1 Individuals will be aware of the basic ability. tor.
.question or refuge, or challenge another in inter-
personal interactions.

a. Individuals are able to recognize that there
are times when it is appropriate to question
another in terms of "when" and "how".

b. Individualkare able to ,recognize that there'
are times Whenit is'aPpropriate to refuse
another's request.

c. Individuals are able to define "I-messages".
d. individuals are able to recognize that there

aretimba when it. is appropriate to challenge
another by stating their.own feelings'and posi-
tion-in tilt form-ofan "I-message."

,

interpersonal interactions,
to state .the feelings'of
words.
intArpersonal.interactioni,
to communicate.concern,for.

statements, and uniqueness
integration .of body.posture
response.
interpersonal interaction's,.
to help others.discuss their
ways.
interpersonal interactions,
to volunteer personal

- .

Comprehension 3.2 Individuals will understand the basic ability to
Level.' question alirefuse, or challenge*another in inter-

.

_personal interactions.
.

a. Individuals are able to provide examples of
times when it IA appropriate to'question anot
in terms of "when"and.""how".



b. During'a variety of.interpersonal interactions,
individuals'are Sble.*aPpropriately refuse'
another'srequest. .

. .

.

During .a.variety'of interpersonal' interactions,
individuals.are able to appropriately state
their own feelings and pOSitions by givinvan ._
"I- .message" to another.

'R,
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A. Individuils will develop a basis for effective ipperperSonal skills
through learning the basic'human affective peedS-and the beliefs
that_relate to meeting those needs.

qi

Knowledge Li Individuals will be aware of the basic affective
.Level' needi of themselves and Others.

SEMINAR II:. UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOR

4A.

a. Individuals a#e able to reCogdize the need to
love.

. Individuals are able to recognize the need to
be loved..

c. Individuals are Able torecognzie,the need of
all people to belong and be signjtficant to others.

d. Individuals are able to recognize the need of
all'peopie to feel worthwhile and be treated
with dignity.

Comprehension 1.2 Individuals will understadd the basic affective
Level

Application'
Level

needs of themselves and others.

a. Individuals are able to provide examples of
human behaviors which' illustrate tihe'need to
love.

b.' ,Individuals are able to provide examples of
human behaViorswhip illdstrate the need to
be loved.

.

.c. 'Individuali are%able to provide examples of
human behavioravhich illustratehe need to
_belong and be significant to others.
Individuals are able, to provide examples of
human behaviors which illustrate the peed to
feel worthwhile-add be treated with dignity.

1.3 .Individuals will demonsprate spontaneous expression
A and, fdlfillmient seeking of the basic affective needs

of.self and otherstduring interpersonal intera ions.
)

Individuals'are able to express 18ve, i.e.
,tespect, and geduineness.in their re-

. lationshi0s,with..others..,*-
Individuals .are able to receive empathy,
respect, and genuineness in their relationships
With others.

15'5
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SeminarII

c. Individuals are able to expreps their'Own sncr
other's,needs to belong and tb be significant:
tdf bthers spontaneously during relationships
with others. .

exIndividuals able to presa their own a d,
.':other's_needs_to'feelwOithwhile.and be tr atOd
witH dignity spgntaneouslydurifig.relationshiOS

.,..withothers.

1 . .

Knowledge 2.1 Individuals will be aware of the basic beliets that
Level relate to the meeting of affectiye needs athrough-

behavior.-

a. Indi duals are able to recognize the belief.
that all behavior_ occurs for a social purpope.

b. Individuals are able to recognize the belief
that people are decision-makers.
Individuals Sre.able to recognize the belief
that all people are equal and deserie mutual

t respect.

d., Individuals are able to recognize the belief
that behavior Qr. be ufideretood. by viewing its

0

consequences.
1s,

Comprehension. 2...2 :Individuals will understand 'the basic beliefs. that
:Level e- r relateto the meeting of affective needs through

M:oehayion.

a. Indiyiduale-eri able to provide examples whiClb
illustrate the belief that all behavior occurs
for a social purpose.

h. Individuals are able to provide examples which
illustrate the belief that p ple are decision-
makers.

,t.. Individual:Bare-able to provi e example which
illustate the belief that a. people ar equal
and.deserve mutual_respect.*

d. Individuals'are able to provide.examples which
ilfhstrate the belief tbatbehavior eat be

'Understood by viewing'its'consequences.

J
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Sedinar II

4

Application
"Level

2.3 ,Individuals will spontageoosty de I, IP, they
can act on the beliefs that. t
affective needs of selves a tCfi,4

a., IndiVidoals are able to spOk
with others-as-though-alf
a s 'bcial purpose (i,e, to

b. Individuals are able to s
andallow others to:make dec
personal interactions,

c. Individuala\are Able to iex ect
' with equality and respec by;ot
d.,.Individuels de-ab.le to. Ponta

the consequences Of. belle ior'att

Tunderstanding-that-hhav

ntetact

ide

ated

r .. .
..,B. Individuals will:develop effective interpersonal skills thi-ough

learning the goals of behavior. .
. L 1

.

.

Knowledge 1.1 'Individuals will be.aware.of the goals ofloisbehaViot.
Irel

a., Individuals are able to recognize the four $04s
of misbehavior.

.
. f

. b. .Individuals are able to. recognize the mistaken
beliefs. associated with the four goals of mis7.
behavior. ..

: ',
c. Individdals are able to tecognize, how Others

usually react and. feel as a consequence of
fatother's misbehavior. :,.. '

ci: Individuals are able to recognize,mOre'produCtive
-tays to-respond to misbehavior.'

I.
CoMOrehension, 1,2 Individuals will Understand the goals of misbehavior

'I.evel ' A

a. IndiviAala-ate.dble to provide examples of the
.

. .

four, goalsofmisbehavior
,

b. Individuals. are able'to explain the mistaken
.beliefs. associated' th the four goals of mis-
3ehaviot.

.c. Individuals `are able to provide' examples of, how
others usually react and feel as a consequence
of another's misbehaviors.. ' ,,..
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Seminar II

\."\

v
k Application A..T Individuals will demonstrate cognition

Level . . goals of misbehavior.
.

a. During Oterastions in a psyCholOgical education
4 * groUP, individuals are able to acknowledge another's

goal of misbthavior and the mistakenPelief #
associated1wAth lt. : .

. .

. During. interaction in a psyshologic4,edocation
.group, iudivid

Of
alsare able to acknowledge their

awn goals m Sbehavior and themistaken. beliefs
associated with them.

c. Individuals are able -to resist reaqing as-expected
to other's misbehivior'and respond in a productive
manner.

Knowled e 2.1 Individuals will be aware of the goals of positive be-,
Level havior..

a. Individuals are able to re,cognize'the four goals
of positive behavior. -\

b. Individuais'are able to recognize the beliefs
associated with the four goals of positive behavior:.

c. Individuals areable'torpcognize how others usually
react and feeLasaconsequence of another's positive
behavior.

Individuals are able to recognize.ways of encouraging
positive behavior.

Comprehension/ 2, Individuals will understand-the goals of positive behavior,
revel

, .

a. Individuals are able to provide examples of the four
goals of positivq behavior.

b. Individuals are Ale to explain the beliefs
associated with the four goals of positive behavior.

c. Individuals are, able to provile examples of how 4
others usually react and feel as a consequence,
of another's pdffitive behaVior.



d. Indivildualtvere able co. provide examples of
ways to encourage positive.behavior.

Application 2.3: IndiviOalr"will:demonstrate recognition of th.l.
Level four.goals-Of positive

. :During interaction witkothers, indiViduals are
able to acknowledge nnothe'r's positive behavior.
and the belief associated. with It.

. buring interaction.with others,. individuals-are
ableto 'acknowledge their own-goals_ot positive
behavior and-thelleliefs associated with them.

c. Individuals are abletoTreplict how they or
others will react to positive behavior:.

d. Individuals are able 'to encourage.positive.
behavior in others.

Knowledge 3.1. Indiladuals will, be aware of the uses bf encourage-
Level meat in effective interpersonal interactions.

A.% Individuale4r6.able to,define encouragement.
1), . IrOividnalsare able tb recognize situations:

whereencoufagement is useciby others.
c. 1Individuals can name-waysof encouraging.

. .
.

.

ComnrehensiOn. 3.2 IndlyldUals will understand the usess'of encoUkage-.
Level ient, in\effective.interpersonal:interaCtions.'

a. Individuals a.Ke able.to-explain-encouragement
interms of was' of encouraging othersand
reasons for encouraging others.

.

b. Individuals are:ableto proyide examples of
situations whereencourageMent-le used by.othern..,
Individuili are able to'provide examples of

9 ways of encouraging others,, ; ", .

,
3.3. IndiViduals.will:demonettate the uses.,,0f encourage-

meRt:in effective inierpergona.inibractioni.
1

. Indivldualsare ableto SpontandouSly encourage
others::-

. Ind44iduals. are able-to:ACknOwledge encouragement.
Irdii otherS.

Application
.Level

1 59
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SEMINAR III: CHANGING BEHAVIOR

A. , Individdalswill develop basic skill in identifying ineffective .

behaviors and more effective behaviors to replice"them both in
selves and. in others:. ;,

Knowledge
Level

Comprehension
Level.

Application
,.Level

1.1 be aware of ways to indentify in7
effectiVe ibehavior.

Individuals are able to define ineffective
behavior as.belhaviOrthai elicits feelings, f

annoyance, anger, a'need to get'even, hope-
lessness or wanting to giVe up:.: \\

. .Individuals are able to recognize ineffective
behavior.'

, .

Indlvidnals.arenble to define a baseline chart
"as,ATOICtUre graph of the number of times same-
nne.performs a specific'ineffective behayior.

d. Individuals are able to recognize-a baseline
chart when, see one. ' /

W-

Individualet will understand ways to identify in-
effectiVe behavior.

a. Individuals are able tnexplaiiMowto determine
when a behavioris ineffective.

.

b. Individuals,are.ible,to 'provide examples. of
ineffective behaviOri.,

c. Individuals. are able to explail.Phow to 'create a
baseline chart.

Individuals are able to proVide examples of
hypothetical baseline.charts.

d.

1.3 Individuals will demonstrate ways to identify in-
effective behavior.

a. Individuals are able to pinpoint specific.,
'Ineffective behaviors'that others perform.

. 'individuals Areable-to count_the number of
times anotherlperson performs a specific
ineffective behavior..
Individuals are able...tOreafea 4:hasene chart,..
graphing the number'of 'times another person
performs a specific, ineffective behavior.

A



. r.

Knowledge .1,

CoMprehenSion
LeVel

Application
Level

',. d. InAyidualeare able to pinpoint specific_,
inefIectiVe behaviors whiCh they themselves
perform. 4 .

.

. i

e. Individuals are-able to count the number. of
.times they perform a Specific ineffective_:.
behavior.

f. Individuals are able to'creaEe abaseline chart,
graphing the number of times theii own in-
effective behavior occurs.

Indpiduals. will be aware of more effective behaviors
to replace ineffective ones.

a. Individuals are able to identify an ineffective
behavior_

. Individuals are able to. Identify a more effective
behavior that isilncompatableyith an ineffective
behavior.

2.2 Individuals will unaeritanemore effective behaviors.
to replace ineffective ones. ,

fn ividuals re able to'provide examples ,of
i effecti behaviors.

b. Individu s'are able to provide examples of
e'e ective behaviors that are incompatable

iti th ineffective behaviors.

2.3 Indivddualk.will demonstrate identification of more
effective behaviors to replace"ineffective ones.

B. individuals:will
for selves and o

KnoWledge.'-'' 1,1
g,evel

.

adIviduils'are able to pinioint specific
ineffective behaviors In others and themselves.

b. IneiVidgals are able to- specify mbre effective
behaviork,tbaf are incompatable with ineffective
beh60071n others and themselves.

develop silli in identifying specific:Aeinforcers
them , -

Individuals4 1.1'bs aware o ways of identifying
specific_ retpf*trs'for ot ers.

-)

Art
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a. Individuals are able/Ca-define reinforcers as
,things, activities, positive interactions; and
feelings of worth and esteem that encourage a
person to repeat a.specifid behavior.
Individuals are able to recogniZe the two.

-vtypes!--of:Treinforcers:
1) concrete-.(i.t.4'tokens,:food, toys,.

activitieS,'4ic.).
.

2) encouragement (ife., focusing on aisets
and strengthsttohuild selErconfidence and:
seff-esteem.)

c. Individuals are able t9/recognize thatobierving
is a way of tderitifyina reinforcers.

d. Individuals are-able to recognize that inter-
vIewing.i8,a way of identifying reinforcers.

Comprehension' 1.2 Individuals will underbtand ways of identifying
Level specific reinforoers-for -others. w

a. I,ndiduals are able to provide examplei of
rein orcers.

b. Individuals are able- to explain that' there are
two types of reinforcers:
1) concrete (i.e., tokens, food, toys, activities,

etc.)
f) encouragement (i.e., focusing on as gets and

strengths to buil4 %elf-confidence and self-
esteem.)

c. Indiliiduals are able to provide examples of
observatian as a viay of identifying reinforcers.

d. Individuals are able to provide exampleidof
interviewing ..as a way of identifying reinforcers.

Application 1.3 Indivituals'tfill demonstrate ways of identifying
Level speeifiC reinforcer§ for others.

a. Individual§ are able to observe others as a'
means of identifying their reinforcers..

, Individuals are able to interview, others as
a. means of identifyingtheii reinforcerkor

c. Haling a list of Specific reinforcers4or
*notber person, individuals are able to divide
the reinforeersintotwo categories: , 1) -concrete
reinforcers and '2) epcouragementreinforders.

162
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Knowledge 2.1 Individualswill be aware of ways of, identifying
Level specific reinforcers for themselVes.

,
a. Individuals are able to, recognize that writing

I
do things - they like, things they do, and

tthi gs they like others to do for them are
way' of Identifying reinforcers.
Individuals are able to recognize that their
own reinforcers can be identified:Ty asking

i

3,

others4.to observe them.

\\.
specific reinforcers' for,themselves.

Comprehension 2.2 Initviduals will understand Ways of.identifying.
Level

Application
Level

a. Individuals are able. to provide examples Of
ways they can: identify their own reinforcers.
(A.e. writing dam% ings they,like, things
they do, and things t ey like other to ao

6 for them.)
b: individualivare able to provide examples of

Observation bykothers'as a means of identifying
their own reinforcers.

2,3- Individuals will demonstrate ways .of identifying
' specific reinforcers for themselves.

_Individuals are able to identify heir own'
.,reinforcers by writing down thin they like,
things they do, and,things they 1 keothers
to, do for them.

Individuals-are(able to ask others to observe
them as- a means of identifying their own re-
inforcers.

C Individuals will develop skill,fin,writinghehavlor change contracts
with-groups,with another individual, and for self.

Knowledge 1.1 Individuals .will be aware of ways to writebehav
Level change contracts With groups'.

a. Individuals are.able to recognize _that identi-
fying a specific personal behavior to'be Changed.

.is part of writing a behavior change contract
with a group.

J



, Comprehensfiln
Level

\

iiviividuals, are able to. retognize that helping
to identify a specific grOup reinforcer id, part
of writing a behavior :change contract with g1 group.
Incii4iduals are able to recognize that helping -. 4others reach:their goals. is part of- ;griping a
:behavior cha,nre contract With -a group.. '.

d. individUals are able tos,re6gnize that setting
specific fisquew limits and time!..likatts arepaits o writing a behavior' change contract witha groug

Q .

1.2' Individuals will understand ways.'t write' behavior ,
changt contracts, with groups.

;k.

. :Individuals -are able to explain wtiy
Catiar of a specific personal behavior., is ..aze

- important :part of writing a, behav,ior. change'
;coritraCt with, a'agritiip

b. .Indio duals are able 'to explain iglefitif 1-
cation loof a specific groug,reinforeer is an
impprtant pant of .tiiting _a; behaviiii change I:
contract with -a

C. individuals are able to explain '4hY 'helping
othera reach, their goals '1% an, iMportank
part of --Writing a behavior change *contract with-. a group: ' , .` v
Individuals are able to expTain why ,setting ,
specific 'fieciuency ando.eime limit.8 .are
important parts of,, writing beha\4or Change
contract with a group.. .! g.

Application 1.3 IndiAdual4 will demonstrate ways to'write behavior
change contracts with, groups. : -

4,Individuals are able to identify a %specific-
personal ,3?ehaVior to be changed- and write thatas part * -behavior .chanut contract with a,

b. , Individuals are able to' pinpoint a apecgiC..

t

group, teinforcer anti. wr
behyidr- change .Codtract. w

hat as pirt f a
a. gr6up.,*

.
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Knowledge
Level
r

or,

c. Individuals able to specify how they can
help others h their goals and write that
as part of a behavior change:contract with a
group. - -

d.' Individuals are able to set specific freqlency
, limits and time limitsftend write those as/parts'
of a behavior, change contract with a group.
Individuals are able to:successfully carry.ou4
the terms of the behavior change'conract
written:

2.1 Indiv3dala_ will be aware of ways to write'behavior
'change contracts -with another individual.

a. Individuals are abliWoto4rdc
may take part behaVI.Ot C

-e;W
with another indiaildual'In one o - Whys:-
1) 'tiscontractees who are chang ngl,ehaviors

as:the contractors who are reingorc.Ing AJ4C4-

. another's behavior change.
1!1'..'individualS are able to recognizethat identi-

fying a specific behavior to.be changed is part'
1

. of writing a'behavior change contract with
another,individual.

c. Individuals are able to recOgnize that the
identification of specific reinforcers is part
of writing a behavior change contract with
another individual. '

aie able to-recognize that setting -'
specific frequency limits and time limits are
parts of writing a behavior change contract '

livwith.another ndividual:.
Individuals are able to recognize that the
setting.of periodiC contract review sessions.
is part of writing a ehlviOr change contract"

' Comprehension.
4

2.2 Individuals will understand ways to write,behavior-
_Level . change contracts with Another.iediv.idual.
4p ,*.

with another individual.

a... Individuals are able to provide examples of
the two. different ways they might take part in a.

:I
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. a

behavior ,change cOntract.with anotherindiVidual:
---1) as Contracteei who are changing behaviors or ,. .

2) as the contractors who are reinforcing
another's behaviot change. .. .

k.b. Individuals are able-to explain why identification
of a specific behavior to. be changed'is an
-important part of writing'a behavior,change

. contratt with another individual.:
.c. Individuals are.able to explain why iaentikicationg

of specifiC reinfdirters is an important part
of .writing a behaviorchange contract with
snottier individual.

a, Individuals are able to explain why setting
specific frequency 'limits and,time limits are
important parts of'wricing a behavior change

c- -
contract with another individual.:

e. IndividuaWare able to explain why setting,
periodic contract review,sessions is an important
part of writing .a-behavior change'dontract with:
another' individual.' ,

I

Application 2:3 Individuals WillCdemonstrate ways. t o Utiie behavior
Level change'contracte.with another individual. ... '

6

a.. Indivi duals will determi,4 whether 6%4111
take on the roles of contractees or contractors
1.n4 behavior dhang6contractwith)tnother,

b. : Individuals are able to 'identify a.specifie /
behavior-to be, changed nd write that as part' .

/ of t.behavior change act with another
ineVidual
Individualsitare:Oletoidentify specific're-
inforcers and write th'ose as parts of a hehtvior

' change' contract with another individual/.
d. Individuals are able to set specific frequency.

limits and time limits.and write those.as parts
of a kehavior change.contract with another,
individual.

e. Individuals are able to set periddic contract
review sessions and Iritewahose as part of a
behavior Change contract with another individual.

t.

1

-
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.

f. llndividuals are able to successfully carry out,
either as contractees or contractors, the terms
f the behavior change contraci written.

Knowjedge ,3.1 Individuals will bp aware of ways to write bdhavior
Level change contracts for themselves.

fi

a. Individuals, are able to recognize, that identi-
fying aspeti4c personal behavior to,be changed
is part of writing.a behavior change contract°.
for themsgaved.

7Individuals'ard able to recognize that'th,.

'identification of &pecific.reinforcers is .part
of writing a behavior change Contract for b
themselves.

c. IndiViduap are able to recogniie that.setting
speO.fic freqUency limits and time limits are
parts of writing a behavior Change contract for

-.themeelves.

Individuals are,41e to,recoguize that the setting
of periodic:contract review is part of writing
a behaVfor.change contract for theMselvei.

Comprehension 3.2. Individuals will understand ways to write behavior
Level 'change contracts for themselves.
?' .

r A

Individuals:are able to explain why identification
of 'a specific personal behavior-to be changed is

.

.ad important pirt.of writing a behavior. change
contract for themselves.

b: Individuals are able to explain why;the; identification
of spedific reinforcers- is awimportantpart of
writing S behavior change contract- for themselves.

c.../Individuals are able to explain whysetting
stlecific frequency limits anditime.limits- are
important. parts.of.writing 4 behavior change
contract for theMselyes. : '

d. :Individuals aze able to explain why setting]
perk contract.reviews is an iMporttint-wart-7'

dr..

r.

of wr ing A behavior change contract for themselves.

Application 3.3 _Individuals"ill dentonstrate'widys to write behavfor
Level change tontracts for themselves'.

.

'4Y'
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vita. Individuals:are able to identify a specific.
behavior to be changed and Write that as part
of a behavior change contract forthemselVes.

b.' Individuals are able to identify specific
reinforcers and write those ag'arts ofa
behavior:change contract 'for themselves.

c. Individuals.are able to set specific frequency
limiti and time limits and write those-'as parts
of a:behavior'charige contract for themselves.

d. Individuals are able to set periodic contract
reviews and.write those as parts of a behavior
change contract for themselves.

e. Individuals are able to successfully 'carry
out the 't0- ,f ebe_ behavior change contract
wOitten f the selves,

. 1

,
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